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Introduction
A Statement of the Problem
The chicken optic tectum (OT) develops from the dorsal mesencephalon (midbrain)
and processes crossed input from each retina. Previous experiments using a replicationdeficient retrovirus that contained the marker gene IacZ have demonstrated the normal
pattern of development for the OT. Clonal cohorts derived from a single neuroepithelial
stem cell migrate both radially and tangentially and differentiate into many types of
neurons and at least three types of glia (radial glia and two types of astrocytes).
The goal of our laboratory is to identity important proteins involved in tecta!
development by: (I) directly altering expression of endogenous proteins through senseor antisense-containing retroviruses, or (2) indirectly altering endogenous protein
expression or function by retroviral expression of an exogenous protein. These two
approaches will allow us to determine which proteins are important in the normal and
abnormal development of tecta! clones.
Many processes are involved in the development of the OT: proliferation, migration,
differentiation, and synapse formation. Four non-receptor tyrosine kinases of the Src
family (c-src, c-src+, f)rn, and yes) are expressed in a spatially and temporally regulated
manner in the nervous system. Their expression patterns in neural cells in vivo and in
vitro have implicated these Src family members in all four of the major developmental

processes mentioned above. Knockout mice of these three Src family members
individually (c-src, tyn, or yes), however, show few or no overt neural developmental
abnormalities. These unexpected results indicated that other members of the Src family
can assume the roles of the missing kinase. Knockout mice for the major known negative
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regulator ofSrc family kinases, Csk (c-src kinase), however, show severe developmental
abnormalities and defects in neural tube closure. These mice died around E9-E 10 and
showed elevated kinase activity for at least three Src family members (c-src, fYn, and
lyn). This fact makes it impossible to conclude that the overactivity of any one Src
family tyrosine kinase is responsible for the developmental defects observed, and the
early death of these embryos prevents the study of neural cell lineage, migration and
differentiation in vivo.
Given these results, the use of antisense to reduce expression of c-src would yield little
information about the role of this kinase in neural development due to functional
redundancy among Src family kinases. I decided to express in tecta! clones an
unregulated member of the Src family, pp60"'"0 , to determine how its expression alters
normal tecta! development. The v-src oncogene ofRous sarcoma virus was the first
member of the Src family to be discovered. v-src encodes an activated tyrosine kinase
(pp60"''j which has lost a critical regulatory tyrosine present in the carboxy terminus of
all other Src family members. Consequently, pp60""rc expression affects the
proliferation, migration and differentiation of many cell types in vitro and in vivo, but the
effects of its expression on neural development in vivo are not well characterized.
Expression of this kinase in tecta! clones will provide an excellent system to study how a
single unregulated Src kinase influences development of the nervous system.
Expression of a protein (pp6ov-sj known to affect many different processes
(proliferation, migration/cell adhesion and differentiation) in tecta! clones will allow us to
answer many questions of biological significance: (1) Is the proliferative potential of
neuroepithelial stem cells restricted in vivo, or can stem cells generate clones oflarger
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size?, (2) If multiple cell adhesion systems are presumptively inactivated in pp60v-s"'expressing tecta) neuroblasts, then how will clonal migration patterns differ from the
norm?, (3) Is clonal differentiation in the OT controlled by only extracellular influence
(e.g., growth factors, gradients) or can the developmental fate of stem cell progeny be
altered by expression ofpp60"""".

In the first set of experiments I wanted to determine how wild-type pp60v-src expression
alters the development oftectal clones in vivo. I used a replication-deficient retrovirus
(LZIS), which efficiently coexpresses both LacZ and pp60''""•, to determine the effects of
pp60"""• expression on several clonal parameters: cell number, migration pattern, and
differentiation.
In the next set of experiments I constructed and tested retroviral vectors which
efficiently coexpress LacZ and mutated pp60"""" proteins with deleted SH2 or SID
domains (LZIS~SH2 and LZIS~SH3). These domains normally allow the pp60"""0
tyrosine kinase to associate with certain cellular proteins which contain phosphotyrosines
or a proline-rich stretch of amino acids, respectively. Mutation or deletion of these
domains alters the biochemical and biological function of pp60"""•. I hoped to determine
if the SH2 or SID domains ofpp60""'rc are necessary for the wild-type pp60v-src
phenotype, and to determine if they afford a unique but altered clonal phenotype
compared to wild-type pp60"""0 •
These experiments are novel in that they demonstrate that the overexpression of
activated forms ofSrc family kinases influences development of the vertebrate brain.
I conclude from my results that: (1) the proliferative potential of neuroepithelial stem
cells in the OT is not restricted, (2) tangential migration of neuroblasts in the developing
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OT appears enhanced with pp60"""0 expression, and (3) the proper differentiation of
radial glia is hindered but not prevented by pp60""src.
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B. Review ofRelated Literature
The brain develops from a ·simple neuroepithelium into a complex multilaminated
organ that controls the interaction of the organism with its environment. Many processes
are necessary for the proper development of this structure. Proliferation, migration, and
differentiation are spatially and temporally regulated in the developing brain to ensure
that neurons and glia are generated in the proper numbers, end-up in the proper locations
and are properly connected. The goal of our laboratory is to determine which molecules
are important in these processes during the development of the brain using the chicken
optic tectum (OT) (Figure 1-upper drawing). The OT develops from the dorsal
mesencephalon (midbrain) and serves to process crossed input from the retina. The
rostral part of the tectum develops ahead of the caudal portion and there is a retinotopic
map--temporal retinal fibers synapse in the rostral tectum and nasal retinal fibers synapse
in the caudal tectum (LaVail and Cowan, 1971a,b).
Retroviral marking experiments with a reporter gene (lacZ) have previously shown
that the proliferation, migration, and differentiation of neuroblasts and glioblasts in the
developing OT occurs in an orderly fashion (Figure 1-lower diagram). The OT
develops in an inside-out fashion, meaning the earliest clonal progeny populate the
innermost (ventricular) layers of the tectum and last born progeny have to migrate the
farthest distance to reside in the most superficial layers of the tectum. If marked on
embryonic day 3 (E3), neuroepithelial stem cells in the ventricular zone give rise to
radially-arrayed clonal neuroblasts and glioblasts that span the width of the OT by E6.
Radial glial cells appear to be the last progeny derived from neuroepithelial stem cells
and are born in the tectum between ES and E7 (Gray and Sanes, 1992). By E7 migration

Figure 1. Gross Appearance of an Embryonic Day 5 Chicken
Brain and Key Steps in the Development of the
Chicken Optic Tectum
In the (upper drawing) of this figure an E5 chicken brain is depicted and the optic
tectum (OT) is indicated (modified from Pearson, The Avian Brain, Academic Press,
London, 1972). Migration ofneuroblasts and glioblasts occurs in an orderly fashion in
the developing OT. On E3 a single neuroepithelial stem cell (lower diagram) divides in
the ventricular zone (VZ) and gives rise to a radial array of clonal progeny that spans the
thickness of the OT by E7. A few neuroblasts migrate tangentially (perpendicular to the
radial clone), but most migrate radially on a radial glial cell scaffold to form the
superficial layers of the tectum. By E8 the proliferation and migration ofneuroblasts and
glioblasts has produced three layers in the OT: the tecta! plate (TP), the fiber-rich
intermediate zone (lZ), and the VZ. On E9, a second tangential migration occurs near the
top of the clone in the retinal axon rich layer, the stratum opticum (SO). By E18 the
proliferation and migration ofneuroblasts and glioblasts has ended and the multilaminated (15 laminae) OTis complete. Differentiation ofneuroblasts and glioblasts
generates large tectobulbar efferent neurons from early tangential migrants (present in the
stratum griseum centrale or SGC), and many astrocytic and neuronal subtypes from the
radial migrants. The major efferent pathway from the OT is formed by the axons of
tectobulbar neurons which form the stratum album centrale (SAC) (lower diagram
·modified from Gray and Sanes, Neuron 6: 211-225 (1991)).
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begins on a radial glial cell scaffold and the first tangential migrants migrate away from
the radial migration stream. By E9 retinal axons have formed the most superficial layer
of the tectum, the stratum opticum, and the neuroblasts which migrated tangentially from
the radial migration stream on E7 have become the large multipolar efferent neurons
whose axons form the tectobulbar and tectospinal tracts (Shepherd and Taylor, 1995).
The proliferation and radial migration of neuroblasts have produced three layers in the
OT by E9: the tecta! plate (TP), the intermediate zone (IZ), and the ventricular zone
(VZ). Mitosis is ending in the tecta! neural epithelium around E9. Astrocytes derived
from the clones differentiate in the stratum opticum and stratum album centrale (the two
main fiber-rich strata in the tectum) by E15 (Gray and Sanes, 1991; Linser and Perkins,
1987). By E18 the multi-laminated (IS laminae) OT has formed and synaptic remodeling
is occurring (Gray and Sanes, 1991).
The goal of our laboratory is to determine which proteins influence clonal
development in vivo using replication-deficient retroviral vectors containing sense or
antisense cDNAs of interest and a marker gene (lacZ). Previous results using a f31
integrin subunit antisense eDNA fragment indicate that the proper expression of this
integrin subunit is necessary for radial migration of neuroblasts into the tecta! plate
(Galileo et al., 1992). This was the first demonstration of a specific role for a cell
adhesion protein in the in vivo development of the OT and the first demonstration of a
role for integrins in neuroblast migration.
Many proteins other than cell adhesion proteins play roles in the development of the
OT. For example, homeobox-containing transcription factors such as the engrailed
proteins may be important in establishing the rostrocaudal polarity of the tectum
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(Nakamura et al., 1994). Also, the expression gradient for two ligands (RAGS and ELFI) ofEph receptor tyrosine kinases appear to be important for establishing the retinotopic
map of the OT (Cheng et al., 1995; Drescher et al., 1995).
Members of the Src family of non-receptor protein tyrosine kinases are implicated in
cell proliferation, cell adhesion and migration, and differentiation--processes essential for
the proper development of the OT. Four members of the Src family (c-src, c-src+, fYn,
and yes) are broadly expressed in the central nervous system (CNS) (Brickell, 1991;
Yagi, 1994). The c-src proto-oncogene is phylogenetically conserved from sponges
(Bamekow and Schartl, 1984) to humans (Levy et al., 1984). The c-src gene product,
pp6<f'"0 , is expressed in the embryonic nervous system in two phases: an early phase in
proliferating prospective neuroectodermal cells before neural tube closure, and later in
postmitotic differentiating neurons throughout the CNS and peripheral nervous system
(PNS) (Maness, 1992). Subcellularly, pp6oc·src is concentrated in nerve growth cones and
axons (Maness, 1992).
About a decade after the discovery of the c-src proto-oncogene a neuronal-specific
alternatively spliced form of c-src RNA was discovered (Brugge et al., 1985; Lynch et
al., 1986). The translated protein, termed pp6oc·•"*, has a six amino acid insertion in its
Src homology 3 (SID) domain (Martinez et al., 1987) and has elevated specific activity
relative to pp6o"'= (Brugge et al., 1985; Levy and Brugge, 1989). pp60"'""" is present in
reptiles, birds and mammals (Maness, 1992) and is immunolocalized to somata,
dendrites, axons, and nerve terminals of many but not all neurons of the rat brain (Sugrue
et al., 1990). pp6oc·sro+ is expressed exclusively in the CNS neurons of rats and mice
(LeBeau et al., 1987; Wiestler et al., 1988) while there is evidence for both CNS and PNS
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expression in chicken embryos (Atsumi et al., 1993). pp60c-sro+- is the predominant form
of src in CNS neurons (Brugge et al., 1987) and this may explain why pp60"""0 -specific
protein tyrosine kinase activity is elevated in neural tissues 8- to 10-fold relative to nonneural tissues such as the limb bud or chicken embryo fibroblasts (Cotton and Brugge,
1983; Levy et al., 1984).
Because pp6o•·,..• and pp60..,...,.. are highly expressed in the developing and adult
nervous system and they are well conserved throughout evolution it seems logical that
these proteins should serve an important function in neural development. Hence, c-src
knockout mice were generated and they were expected to have severe CNS and PNS
defects since they would lack both pp60"""0 and pp60""".... There were, however, no
obvious abnormalities of neural development or behavior in these mice (Soriano et al.,
1991). There was, however, a severe defect in osteoclast function which caused the mice
to develop osteopetrosis--a bone remodeling defect. The lack of an overt nervous system
phenotype in these mice was thought to result from functional redundance (i.e., other
members of the Src family assume the role of the missing kinase) (Erickson, 1993; Stein
et al., 1994). Knockout mice for other Src family kinases were also generated and
.f)'O-deficient mice were shown to have abnormal hippocampal development, impaired
spatial learning and altered emotional responses (Grant et al., 1992; Yagi, 1994). Yes
knockout mice, like c-src knockout mice, show no overt neural phenotype (Stein et al.,
1994).
Even though there were no overt neural abnormalities in c-src-deficient mice in vivo,
when cerebellar neurons were isolated from these mice and tested in vitro, they were
shown to have impaired neurite outgrowth on the L1 cell adhesion protein, but not on
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laminin (Ignelzi, Jr. et al., 1994). Interestingly, fyn-deficient neurons also displayed
impaired neurite outgrowth in vitro on N-CAM (Neural Cell Adhesion Molecule), but not
on Ll (Beggs et al., 1994).
To test whether there is a functional redundancy for Src family kinases these knockout
mice were crossed with each other to generate double mutant mice (src/fyn, src/yes, and
fyn/yes) (Stein et al., 1994). These experiments demonstrated that there is some
functional redundancy among Src family kinases because src/fyn and src'Yes double
mutants die perinatally and are about half the weight of wild-type littermates at 3 weeks.
In these mice there were no overt abnormalities of neural development and the only
histological defect observed was the osteopetrosis defect caused by lack of pp60"""c (Stein
et al., 1994).
Given the results of the three Src family knockout mice (src, fyn, and yes) it would be
fruitless to try and reduce expression of c-src and c-src+ in the chicken OT using
antisense-containing retroviruses; compensation by other Src family members may
preclude an abnor!Jlal phe.notype as in the knockout mice.
Since the lack of pp60"""0 and pp60"""c+ does not cause. a defect in neural development
in knockout mice, how does the overactivity of these kinases alter neural development?
A major regulator of the activity of Src family kinases is the protein tyrosine kinase Csk
(c-src kinase) (Okada et al., 1991). This kinase is responsible for phosphorylating a
carboxy terminal tyrosine conserved in Src family members which is necessary for
repression of kinase activity. Substitution of phenylalanine for this tyrosine converts
pp60"""0 into an oncoprot~in capable of transforming cells (Cartwright et al., 1987;
Kmiecik and Shalloway, l987; Piwnica-Worms et al., 1987). When knockout mice for
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the Csk kinase were generated by gene targeting, an interesting phenotype occurred
(Nada et al., 1993; Imamoto and Soriano, 1993). The lack of this kinase caused
embryonic lethality on E9-10 and the activity of at least three Src family kinases (c-src,
fyn, and lyn) was sharply increased. This indicates that the negative regulation of Src
family members by the phosphorylation of the carboxy terminal regulatory tyrosine is
essential for the proper development of embryos. Interestingly, there were severe neural
defects in these embryos. The neural tube is normally closed by E9, but in these mice the
anterior and posterior neuropores remained open. There was also reduced thickness of
the neural tube and the neuroepithelium contained many necrotic cells (Nada et al., 1993;
lmamoto and Soriano, 1993).
Due to the elevated specific kinase activity of at least three kinases (c-src, fyn, and
lyn) in these mice it is unclear how the observed neural defects are related to the
overactivity of any one Src family kinase. This prevents identifYing the individual roles
unregulated pp6o•·sr• and pp60c-sr<* played in determining this phenotype. Also, the
embryonic lethality of this knockout prevents the study of how later events in neural
development might be affected.
One way to determine which Src family kinases contribute to the growth arrest and
neural developmental abnormalities of Csk knockout mice is to cross these mice with
mice lacking either the c-src, tyn, or yes genes. Crossing Csk-deficient mice with c-srcor fYn-deficient mice recently revealed specific and overlapping roles for these two Src
family kinases in organizing the cytoskeleton (Thomas et al., 1995). Mice lacking both
Csk and c-src had improved neural tube development relative to the Csk-only knockout
mice, and the distributions of cortactin (an actin binding protein) and filamentous actin
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were normal in Csk/c-src deficient cells. However, the double mutant embryos still died
at midgestation (E10-11) and the cephalic neural folds remained open. This indicates that
activated c-src is a partial downstream mediator of the Csk phenotype, but other proteins
must contribute to the Csk phenotype, as well. Embryos lacking both Csk and fyn
kinases had essentially the same phenotype as Csk deficient mice (Thomas et al., 1995).
While crossing these mice does identify specific roles for each Src kinase, these
experiments do not demonstrate a direct effect for the overactivity of any one kinase.
A more direct approach to determine how a single activated member of the Src family
influences neural development in vivo is to express such a member in neuroepithelial
stem cells of the OT using our retroviral system. This will allow us to determine how cell
autonomous expression of a Src family kinase from a certain timepoint alters subsequent
neural development in a wild-type environment.
pp60v-src was the first protein tyrosine kinase discovered and the gene encoding this
protein was identified as the transforming oncogene_present in Rous sarcoma virus
(RSV). pp60v-src expression alters the proliferation, adhesion, and differentiation of cells
in many neural systems in vitro. Infection ofE7 quail neuroretinal cell cultures with
temperature sensitive RSV induces cell proliferation (which normally does not occur) and
these cells were determined to maintain neuronal-specific properties after long periods in
culture (Pessac and Calothy, 1974; Pessac et al., 1983). pp60v-src also alters the
expression or function of several cell adhesion systems. pp60v-src expression inactivates
cadherin-dependent cell adhesion (Behrens et al., 1993; Hamaguchi et al., 1993), causes a
sharp decline inN-CAM-mediated cell adhesion (Brackenbury et al., 1984; Greenberg et
al., 1984), induces expression ofLI in PC12 cells (Rausch et al., 1989), and
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phosphorylates proteins involved in integrin-mediated cell adhesion (Clark and Brugge,
1995). Some ofthe metastatic and invasive behavior ofpp60"'"•-expressing cells is most
likely caused by these changes in cell adhesion. Finally, pp60"'"0 expression appears to
allow or promote neuronal differentiation in some systems, while preventing it in others.

In vitro, pp60"'"0 expression was shown to induce neurite outgrowth in PC12 cells
(Alema et al., 1985; Rausch et al., 1989), to enhance neuronal differentiation of
immature avian sympathetic neurons (Haltmeier and Rohrer, 1990), and to allow
apparently normal development of neurons, but causes glial tumors (astrocytomas and
glioblastomas) in an ex vivo system in the rat brain (Aguzzi et al., 1991; Wiestler et al.,
1992). Expression of pp60v-src (or pp60c-"'*) in retinoic acid-treated P 19 embryonal
carcinoma cells inliibits neuronal differentiation (Schmidt et al., 1992). pp60"'"0
expression also inhibits the normal expression of neuronal markers in cultured definitivestreak neural piate cells (Keane eta!., 1984). In neuroretinal organ culture pp60"'"0
expression was also shown to inhibit histogenesis, alter cell adhesion, and prevent proper
differentiation (Vardimon et al., 1991).
The effects ofpp60"'"0 expression on neural development in vitro may be entirely
different than those observed in vivo; at least one pp60"'"0 substrate (p36 or calpactin)
increases its expression when limb cells are placed in culture relative to the level of in

vivo expression (Carteret a!., 1986). While calpactin may not be a critical substrate for
transformation of chick limb cells, the change in expression of any substrate ofpp60"'"0
may alter the transformation potential of a cell when in culture vs. in vivo. This fact was
demonstrated when the lacZ and v-src genes were coexpressed in the developing chicken
limb bud using a replication-deficient retrovirus; the embryonic environment was shown
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to attenuate oncogenesis in mesenchymal and epithelial tissues (which are transformed by
RSV in culture), but not in endothelia (Stoker e~ al., 1990). Another in vivo study using
chimaeric mice demonstrated that a low level ofpp60""''0 expression was compatible with
embryogenesis but higher levels of expression resulted in embryonic lethality on ES-9
with aberrant development and twinning (Boulter et al., 1991). These mice provided
little knowledge of how pp60""src expression affects neural development in vivo.
In my frrst set of experiments I determined how expression of pp60"""c affects

proliferation, migration and differentiation of neuroblasts in the developing chicken optic
tectum. This work was the first study in vivo in which pp60"""•-expressing,
Lac Z-marked clones were quantified and followed during early development of the
vertebrate brain.
After identification of the v-src oncogene a cellular homolog was identified in chicken
DNA (c-src) (Stehelin et al., 1976). The pp60"""c kinase lacks a conserved carboxy
terminal regulatory region of amino acids present in other Srcfamily members, and this
results in kinase activity elevated at least 10-fold relative to its cellular homolog, pp60c-src
(Coussens et al., 1985). The structures for pp60""" and pp60"""c are illustrated in Figure
2. Each of these Src family kinases has the same basic structure (Figure 2a,b) (from·
amino terminus to carboxy terminus): (1) an amino terminus with a site for acylation or
the Src homology 4 (SH4) domain (2) a unique domain specific for each kinase, (3) a Src
homology 3 (SH3) domain, (4) a Src homology 2 (SH2) domain, (5) a catalytic domain,
and (6) a regulatory region in the carboxy tail of the protein (Erpel and Courtneidge,
1995). Each part of these kinases serves specific functions.

Figure 2. Protein Structures of pp60c-src and pp60v-src
Tyrosine Kinases
(a) Structure of the pp60c-src tyrosine kinase illustrating the unique, SH3, SH2, catalytic
and regulatory domains of the protein. The critical regulatory tyrosine (YS27) is
indicated.
(b) Structure ofthe pp6o""'• tyrosine kinase showing similar unique, SH3, SH2 and
catalytic domains as in pp6oc·sr•, but lacking the regulatory region and the critical
regulatory tyrosine (YS27) present in pp60c-sn:
(c) Phosphorylation of Y527 in pp60c-src by Csk kinase
(d) YS27 phosphorylated pp60c-src assumes a "snail" conformation, forming an
.-

intramolecular interaction between its own SH2 domain and the YS27
phosphotyrosine. This protein conformation is also stabilized by the SH3 domain.
and dramatically reduces kinase activity. This interaction is not possible for pp60"'"•
resulting in a constitutively active "open" conformation tyrosine kinase.
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After the translation of these src mRNAs the amino terminal methionine residue is
cleaved off and the next amino acid in the protein (glycine) is acylated with myristate.
Myristylation is essential for the association of these kinases with the inner leaflet of the
plasma membrane within the cell (Wyke and Stoker, 1987). Deletion of the amino
terminus ofpp60,..."' prevents the association of the protein with the membrane, and
consequently, cellular transformation and induction of anchorage-independent growth.
These deletion mutants of pp60""src, however, can still stimulate cell proliferation
(Calothy et al., 1987).
The unique domain is a stretch of amino acids specific for each member of the Src
family. The unique domains of Src family kinases are about 70-90 residues long and
their functions are largely unknown. The unique domain of /ck (another Src family
member), however, is known to allow association of this kinase with the cytoplasmic tails
ofCD4 and CDS proteins in T lymphocytes (Superti-Furga and Courtneidge, 1995)
The SH3 domains ofpp60c-sr•and pp60""'"' are about 60 amino acids long and they
allow these kinases to associate with proline-rich regions in target proteins (SupertiFurga, 1995; Superti-Furga and Courtneidge, 1995). The SH3 domain is not only found
in Src family kinases, it is a common element of many other signal transduction proteins:
actin binding protein ABP1, myosin-ffi, and a.-spectrin (Pawson, 1995). The SH3
domains ofpp60c-src and pp60v-src allow these kinases to associate with the GTPase
dynamin (Gout et al., 1993), the vinculin-binding protein paxillin (Weng et al., 1993), as
well as other proteins. The SH3 domain may also serve to direct subcellular localization
of activated src to focal adhesions (Kaplan et al., 1994) and it is necessary for the proper
intramolecular self-regulation ofpp6oc-src (Superti-Furga, 1995).
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The SH2 domains of pp60"""c and pp60"""0 are about I 00 amino acids long and they
allow these kinases to associate with phosphotyrosines in other proteins. The SH2
domain, like the SH3 domain, is found in many proteins outside of the Src family: PLCy,
tensin, SPT6, and Sem-5, for example (Marengere and Pawson, 1994). The SH2 domain
of both pp60"""c and pp60"""c allows association of these kinases with many proteins,
including the PDGF receptor (Courtneidge et al., 1993), the polyoma middle T antigen
(Garcia et al., 1994), and phosphotyrosine-containing proteins of 130 and 60kDa (Koch,
et al., 1992). The SH2 domain ofpp60"""0 allows association of the kinase with tyrosinephosphorylated cortactin and this association suggests that this association influences the
cytoskeletal reorganization found in pp60"""c-transformed cells (Okamura and Resh,
1995). The SH2 domain is also necessary for the proper regulation ofpp6oc-src_ The
phosphorylation of an important regulatory tyrosine present in the carboxyl terminus of
pp6o•·src (Y527 in pp6o•·j (Figure 2c) allows an intramolecular interaction between this
phosphotyrosine and the SH2 domain. The protein can then assume the "snail"
conformation (Figure 2d) and its catalytic activity is sharply diminished (Superti-Furga,
1995). This phosphorylation is mediated by the Csk tyrosine kinase as mentioned above.
Deletion or mutations in the SH3 or SH2 domains of pp60""''0 and pp60 v-src alter the
biochemical and biological properties of these kinases. Deletions in the SH3 domain of
chicken pp60c-srcYSl?F result in more effective transformation of mouse Nlli 3T3 cells
while mutations and deletions in the SH2 domain were shown to augment transformation
of chicken embryonic fibroblasts relative to NIH 3T3 cells (Hirai and Varmus, 1990a).
Many deletions in the SH2 or SH3 domains decrease or eliminate the transforming
activity ofpp60""'"' (Cross et al., 1985; Raymond and Parsons, 1987; Wang and Parsons,
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1989). Deletion or mutations in these domains in pp60"""• usually have the opposite
effects; they can increase the tyrosine kinase activity of the protein and convert it into an
oncoprotein (Nemeth eta!., 1989; Hirai and Varmus, 1990b; Seidel-Dugan et al., 1992).
Mutations or deletions in the SH2 or SID domains are most likely altering the regulation,
protein association or subcellular distribution of these kinases. The transformation of
cells by pp60""'rc is correlated with the association of the kinase with the cytoskeleton.
Deletion of the SH2 domain of pp60"""0 prevents association of the kinase with the
cytoskeleton (Okamura and Resh, 1994), dramatically reduces its transforming activity,
and eliminates phosphorylation of 120-150kDa cellular proteins in Rat-1 fibroblasts
which are phosphorylated by wild-type pp60"""• (Wendler and Boschelli, 1989).

In my next set of experiments I determined how deletion of the entire SH2 or SH3
domains, respectively, altered clonal development in the OT relative to wild-type
pp60"""•. These deletion mutants demonstrated both unique and similar phenotypes
relative to wild-type pp60 v-sr•. Changes in clonal development due to deletion of the SH2
or SH3 domains of pp60 v-src provide clues as to whether the wild-type protein is
mediating its effects through phosphotyrosine (SH2) or proline-rich (SH3) interactions
with target proteins.
The catalytic domains ofpp60c-src and pp60"""• constitute the majority of the carboxy
terminal half of the proteins. These kinases use ATP as a phosphate donor and require
Mg2+ to phosphorylate substrate proteins on tyrosine residues (Jove and Hanafusa, 1987).
Tyrosine 416 (422 in pp60""""J in the catalytic domain is a site for autophosphorylation
and is necessary for the full oncogenic potential ofpp60"""• in vivo (Jove and Hanafusa,
1987).
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The regulatory domain is a conserved portion of the protein for each Src family
kinase, but it is mutated with amino acid substitutions and deletions in pp60""''c (Jove and
Hanafusa, 1987). This region contains a tyrosine (Y527 in pp60c-") which is usually
phosphorylated in vivo, thus allowing self-regulation of the kinase through interaction
with the SH2 domain. When this tyrosine is missing or mutated as in pp60c-srcYSl7F, the
kinase activity is elevated approximately 10-fold relative to wild-type pp60c-src(Kmiecik
and Shalloway, 1987; Piwnica-Worms et al., 1987). The Y527F mutant ofpp60c-src has
half as much tyrosine kinase activity relative to pp60"'"0 and is less oncogenic than
pp60"'"• (Kmiecik and Shalloway, 1987). Cells expressing pp60"'"0 have qualitative and
quantitative differences in phosphotyrosine-containing proteins relative to cells
expressing the wild-type pp6o•·sr• tyrosine kinase (Hirai and Varmus, 1990b; SeidelDugan et al., 1992). This observation is presumably due to improper cellular regulation
ofpp60"'"•.
Given the varied effects ofpp60"'"0 expression in in vitro neural systems, my
experiments provide novel quantitative and qualitative data demonstrating how this
oncogenic tyrosine kinase affects vertebrate brain development in vivo.
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Methods of Procedure
Retroviral/Helper Plasmids
Three previously constructed replication-deficient retroviral vectors were used in
this study (Figure 3): (1) two lacZ-only control retroviral vectors (pLZlO and pLZ14)
(Gray and Sanes, 1990; Galilee et al., 1992), and (2) a retroviral vector which efficiently
coexpresses lacZ and the Schmidt-Ruppin A strain v-src oncogene (pLZIS) (Ghattas et
al., 1991). A helper plasmid was also used to supply the retroviral genes necessary to
produce infectious retrovirus (pBH1210) (Galilee et al., 1992).
I also constructed two new replication-deficient retroviral plasmids for this study:
pLZISASH2 and pLZISASH3 (Figure 3). I obtained plasmid vectors which contained
the Schmidt-Ruppin A strain v-src eDNA with a deletion of either the SH2 or SH3
domain coding sequences from Marilyn Resh, Ph.D. (Sloan-Kettering Memorial Cancer
Institute, New York, New York). I excised each of the v-src deletion mutants using Nco I
on the 5' end and Bgl TI on the 3'end of eDNA. These sites were convenient for cloning
into an intermediate vector in our laboratory: p 1518. This vector allows cloning of
cDNAs after a picomaviral internal ribosome entry site (IRES) using the "ATG" in the
Nco I site as the initiation codon. I cut p1518 with Nco I and Bel I to clone each of the
cDNAs into the correct orientation (Bel I and Bgl II are compatible sites). After I had
these two intermediate vectors I then cut-out the IRES-v-src(ASH2 or SH3)-3 'LTR
fragment using the unique 5' Xba I site and the unique 3' Sal I site and then I ligated this
fragment to the Skb Xba I-Sal I fragment from pLZIS (containing the 5'LTR-gag-lacZ
fusion). I then screened each vector (pLZISASh2 and pLZISASH3) with multiple

Figure 3. Replication-Deficient Retroviral Vectors and
The Helper Vector Used in T~is .study
pLZ10/LZ14, pLZIS, pLZISASH2, and pLZISASH3 all encode gag-LacZ fusion
proteins and all have a packaging signal in the beginning of gag which allows packaging
of the retroviral RNA transcript. pLZIS, pLZISI\SH2, and pLZISASH3 also have a
picomaviral internal ribosome entry site (IRES) which allows efficient coexpression of
both the gag-LacZ fusion and the v-src, v-srcASH2, or v-srcASH3 gene, respectively.
pBH1210 is a helper vector which supplies the retroviral genes (gag, pol, env) necessary
for production of retrovirus but·lacks a packaging signal. Rectangles on either end of
each vector represent retroviral long terminal repeats.
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Restriction enzyme digests and determined that each vector was correct. The structure of
each vector is essentially the same as pLZIS except for the deletion of the SH2 or SH3
domain coding region.

Cell Culture
QT6 cells are a highly transfectable methylcholanthrene-derived quail fibrosarcoma
cell line (Moscovici et al., I977). These cells lack endogenous retroviral sequences
which could recombine with viral or helper plasmids to produce replication-competent
virus. We used QT6 cells to produce retrovirus by transient cotransfection. QT6 cells
were grown in Medium I99 (Cellgro) with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Hyclone), IO%
tryptose phosphate broth (Difco), 50 IU/ml of penicillin, 50!lg/ml streptomycin (Cellgro),
and I% DMSO (Fisher) in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% C02 • Cells are
passaged once they reach confluency and split I : 3.

Retrovirus Production
Fifteen to twenty-four hours before cotransfection QT6 cells were plated at
approximately 5 x I0 5 cells/mL in IOcm cell culture dishes (IOmL per plate)(Corning).
One hour before cotransfection the medium was changed to Medium I99 + I 0% FCS +
50 IU/ml of penicillin and 50!lg/mL of streptomycin. Plasmid DNA was prepared using
the Qiagen maxiprep kit (Qiagen, Inc., Chatworth, CA) or the Promega maxi prep kit
(Promega, Madison, WI). Qiagen maxipreps provided more consistent yields of high
quality pure plasmid DNA so they were used for most maxi preps. All DNA was
resuspended in sterile water and stored at -zooc until used. Ten micrograms of a
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retroviral plasmid (pLZ10/LZ14, pLZIS, pLZIS~SH2, or pLZIS~SH3) and ten
micrograms of the helper plasmid (pBH1210) were introduced into QT6 cells by transient
cotransfection using the low pH (pH 6.95-6.98) BES Buffered Saline calcium phosphate
method of Chen and Okayama (1987) or the standard pH 7.05 HEPES Buffered Saline
calcium phosphate method. Fifteen to twenty-four hours after cotransfection, the
medium on the cotransfected cells was changed and virus-containing supernatant was
collected after an additional 24 and 48 hours. The viral supernatant was centrifuged in a
sterile 50mL polypropylene tube (Coming) at 1,000 rpm for 5 minutes in a Beckman
table-top centrifuge to pellet floating cells and debris. The supernatant was filtered
through a

0.45~m

filter unit (Coming) and concentrated by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm

and 3°C for three hours using a Beckman SW28 rotor. The retroviral pellet was
resuspended in a volume approximately 1/1 OOth the original supernatant volume to
concentrate the virus approximately 100 times. Retroviral concentrates and supernatants
were frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen until used.

Retroviral Titering
Titering of retrovirus was accomplished by adding a small volume of filtered
retroviral supernatant (lmL) and an aliquot ofretroviral concentrate (101-JL) to 6-well
plates of QT6 cells plated 24 hours previously at a low density of 1-2 x 105 cells/well.
Polybrene (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was added to a concentration of lO~g/mL to aid
infection. Forty-eight hours after infection QT6 cells were fixed using 1% formaldehyde
(ACS grade; Sigma) in PBS (pH 7.4) for 30 minutes, washed twice in PBS and then
incubated at room temperature overnight in a 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyi-13-D-
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galactoside (X-Gat; Boehringer Mannheim) solution (X-Gal is the histochemical
substrate for LacZ) as described previously (Galileo et al., 1992). The next day the
number of blue cells per field were counted and averaged for 10 or more fields and the
titer ofthe viral supernatant and concentrate was determined using a conversion factor.
Usual titers for retroviral concentrates were in the range of2 x 106 to 5 x 107 virions/mL
depending on the retroviral vector used. Titers lower than this range typically do not
yield clones in the tectum after injection.

Retroviral Injection
Standard fertile white leghorn chicken eggs were obtained from SPAFAS (Roanoke,
IL) and incubated in a humidified incubator at 37.5°C until the desired stage was reached.
Retroviral concentrate was mixed with 1% fast green (one-tenth of the concentrate
volume) and with 1mg/mL polybrene (also one-tenth of the concentrate volume). This
mixture was then centrifuged at maximum speed in a microcentrifuge for 20 seconds (to
remove debris) and the supernatant was injected into the right tecta! ventricle of
Hamburger and Hamilton (1951) Stage 15-18 chicken embryos (E3). The fast green dye
aids visualization ofthe concentrate during injection and the polybrene enhances
retroviral infection. Two to three J.d of retroviral concentrate was introduced into the
tecta! ventricle using a pulled glass micropipette and a Picopump (World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota, FL ). Control (LZ10/LZ14) and experimental
(LZISILZIS~SH2/LZIS~SH3)

embryos were included in each separate experiment. A

drop or two of sterile-filtered ampicillin (Boehringer Mannheim)(50J.1g/J.ll) was dripped
onto the embryos before sealing the egg window with a piece of translucent tape.
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Preparation ofEmbryos/Clones for Analysis
Embryos were sacrificed on E6 and E9 to determine how pp60""0 , pp60v-srcASH2 , or
pp60v-srcASHJ expression affected development of tecta! clones relative to LacZ-only
(LZ10/LZ14) control clones. Whole embryos (E6) or optic tecta (E9) were washed and
dissected in calcium- and magnesium-free Tyrode's buffer (CMF), fixed in 2%
formaldehyde (ACS grade; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in PBS (pH 7.4) for 1-2 hours, washed
twice in PBS and then incubated in an X-Gal (Boehringer Mannheim) or 5-bromo-3indolyi-13-D-galactoside (Biuo-Gal; BRL Life Technologies; Gaithersburg, MD) solution
overnight as above. The amount of' potassium ferrocyanide (Sigma) and potassium
ferricyanide (Sigma) was manipulated in the X-Gal staining solution to increase
sensitivity (lower cyanide concentration) or to limit diffusion (higher cyanide
concentration up to three times the usual cell culture concentration) of the X-Gal or BluoGal substrate. The next day tecta were washed extensively in PBS to remove the staining
solution, and post-fixed in 2%formaldehyde I 2%glutaraldehyde in PBS (pH 7.4) for 1-2
hours. After post-fixation, embryos were washed twice in PBS and then cleared in 70%
glycerol in distilled water. Clones wer~ easily visualized in cleared tecta under a Nikon
dissecting microscope (Southern Microinstruments, Atlanta, GA) and they were hand cut
as close to the clone as possible using a hemostat and a thin piece of a razor blade. The
clones were then placed flat on a slide and coverslipped using 70% glycerol and 12mm
glass coverslips.
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Clonal Analysis
E6 hand-cut clones for each vector (LZ10/LZ14, LZ1S, LZIS6SH2, LZIS6SH3) were
counted and photographed using a Nikon Microphot-FX microscope (Southern
Microinstruments) and Kodak Ektachrome or Tungsten film. The total number ofLacZ+
cells and the number of tangentially-oriented cells were counted for control and
experimental hand-cut clones. The proportion of clones with tangentially-oriented cells
was also determined for each virus.
The number and orientation of tangentially oriented/tangentially-displaced cells was
also counted in a series of flat-mounted (pial surface up) E6.5 LZIS and LZ10 clones to
further analyze the effects of pp60v-src on tangential migration. When we injected high
titer LZIS retroviral concentrates the tecta! surface was covered' with many LacZ+ cells
which did not appear to be associated with radial arrays. To circumvent this problem and
avoid including unwanted cells in this analysis we injected lower (-2 x 106 virions/mL)
LZIS retroviral titers, obtaining fewer, wider-spaced clones but also reducing the number
ofLacZ+ cells on the tecta! surface. Isolated E6.5 LZ10 and LZIS clones were analyzed
for tangentially oriented/tangentially-displaced cells within a 200 11m radius of the radial
array. Camera Iucida drawings were made for each clone and the rostro-caudal, mediolateral distribution of the tangentially-oriented/tangentially-displaced cells was plotted
for each cell without regard to distance from the clone in eight regions spaced at 45
degree angles apart (see Figure 8). The tangentially-oriented cells were plotted in this
fashion to determine if tangential migrants from LZIS clones were predominantly
oriented laterally from the radial array as previously shown for LZ1 0 control tangential
migrants (Gray and Sanes, 1991), or if they were able to migrate in other directions.
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It was not possible to count the number of cells in E9LZIS and E9LZIS6.SH3 clones

due to obscure clonal boundaries. I was able, however, to count the number of cells in E9
LZ14 and E9 LZIS6.SH2 clones. E9 LacZ+ cells were counted in the ventricular zone
0/Z), intermediate zone (IZ), and tecta) plate (TP) and summed to give a total number of
cells per clone. There appeared to be more tangentially-oriented cells in the IZ and TP of
E9 LZIS6.SH2 clones relative to control LZ 14 clones, so the number of
tangentially-oriented/tangentially-displaced cells in the IZ and SO of these clones was
counted. This analysis was conservative in that E9 LZIS6.SH2 clones :were cut from E9
tecta for analysis only when clonal boundaries were clear. Clones were hand-cut and
mounted for analysis without regard to orientation of the clone in the tectum. The
tangential migration/dispersion distance for these clones was also determined for the cell
body of the farthest tangential migrant on either side of the radial array. This distance was
measured using an ocular micrometer on a Nikon light microscope (Southern
Microinstruments).
E9 LZ14, LZIS, LZIS6.SH2, and LZIS6.SH3 clones were analyzed for the presence of
radial glia. Clones were identified in E9 tecta by examining the ventricular surface for
~acZ+

radial arrays. A clone was scored as having a radial glial cell if it met two ofthe

following three critieria: (I) radial glial endfeet were present near the pial surface of the
clone, (2) a long, thin process was evident in the clone unattached to another cell body in
the clone, or (3) radial glial endfeet were visible near the ventricular surface of the clone.
Comparisons were made between control clones and experimental clones using
Student's t-test (Instat Software) or the z-test for proportions for all clonal analyses.
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Determining the Location ofMitotis in E6 LZIS Clones
E6 LZIS embryos were sacrificed, washed and dissected in CMF and entire heads
were fixed in 2% formaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.4) for 2 hours. The tissue was washed
twice in PBS and then sunk in 30% sucrose in PBS overnight at 4°C, incubated for 5-6
hours in Tissue-Tek O.C.T. compound (Miles, Inc., Elkhart, IN) at 4°C the next day,
mounted and frozen in fresh O.C.T. on dry ice and stored at -80°C until use.
Cryosections were cut at 101-1m on a Zeiss cryostat and mounted on Superfrost-Plus slides
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, P A). Sections were air-dried at room temperature and the
stored in a dehumidified slide box at -20°C until use. Sections from eight embryos were
then immunostained for LacZ using a monoclonal antibody available from the
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (University oflowa, Iowa City, IA). The
primary antibody mixture was as follows: 1:7 Lac Z mouse monoclonal antibody
supernatant, 0.03% Triton X-100, and 5% FBS in PBS (pH 7.4) for 30 minutes. Sections
were rinsed twice in 5% FBS in PBS and then incubated in a secondary antibody mixture
for 30 minutes as follows: 1:200 goat anti-mouse Cy3 (Jackson Immunochemicals),
O.oJ% Triton X-100, and 5%FBS in PBS (pH 7.4)

Sections were then rinsed with

5%FBS in PBS (pH 7.4) once and then incubated in the same solution containing
0.1!-lg/mL bisbenzimide (Hoescht 33258) (Sigma) for 5 minutes. The slides were then
coverslipped using 70% glycerol containing 1 mg!mL p-phenylenediamine (PPD)
(Sigma) (to retard photobleaching) and fluorescent nuclei and Cy3+ cells were visualized
with a Nikon Microphot-FX microscope equipped with appropriate filters for
epifluorescence. Approximately 35-40 clones in E6 LZIS tecta were examined in this
analysis for the location of mitotic figures, i.e., are mitotic figures in these clones
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immediately subjacent to the ventricle or are there mitotic figures closer to the pia in
these clones?

Immunostaining ofTectal Aggregates and Cryosections
Phosphotyrosine
E7 tecta were dissociated as previously described (Galileo et al., 1990) and infected
with LZIS retroviral concentrate to obtain many infected cells. Tecta! aggregrates were
made from these dissociated cells as previously described (Linser and Perkins, 1987) and
infected aggregates were fixed, washed in PBS (pH 7.4), sunk in sucrose overnight, and
frozen in O.C.T. compound for cryosections the next day. Sections were taken of
LZIS-infected tecta! aggregates at lO!!m on a Zeiss cryostat and mounted on SuperfrostPlus slides (Fisher). Sections were allowed to airdry overnight, and cryosections were
stored in a dehumidified environment at -20°C until used. LZIS tecta! aggregate
cryosections were double-label immunostained using the anti-LacZ mouse monoclonal
antibody mentioned above at a 1:7 dilution and a commercially available rabbit
polyclonal antibody specific for phosphotyrosine (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz,
CA) at a 1:100 dilution for 1 hour at room temperature. All antibodies were diluted in a
sterile-filtered PBS containing 0.03% Triton X-1 00, and 5% FBS or NGS. This solution
(without the Triton X-100) also served as a washing solution between antibody
applications. Slides were washed in the above solution and then immunostained with a
1:200 dilution of goat-anti-mouse-Cy3 to visualize LacZ+ (infected) tecta! cells and a
1:100 dilution ofgoat-a-rabbit-BODIPY (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for 30 minutes
to visualize phosphotyrosine levels in LZIS-infected and uninfected cells.
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Neurofilament
E6 or E9 LZIS tecta! cryosections (I 01-1m) obtained as above under Determining the
Location ofMitosis in E6 LZIS Clones were double-label immunostained for LacZ using
the mouse monoclonal antibody above diluted I :7, and a rabbit polyclonal
neurofilament-specific antibody (obtained from Gudrun Bennett, Ph.D., University of
Florida, Gainesville, FL; Bennett and DiLullo, I985) diluted at I :400 for 30 minutes.
Secondary antibodies diluted at I :200 were the same as above and were applied to the
cryosections for 30 minutes.
Vimentin
E9 LZIS tecta! cryosections (I Oj.lm) were also immunostained for the intermediate
filament vimentin which identifies immature ventricular zone cells and radial glia in the
OT (Herman and Sanes, I993) as well as mesenchymal cells. H5 hybridomas
(Developmental Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, IA) were cultured and the supernatant was
harvested, sterile filtered and frozen until used. The primary antibody mixture consisted
of undiluted H5 supernatant, a rabbit polyclonal antibody specific for LacZ (a gift from
Joshua Sanes, Ph.D., Washington University, St. Louis, MO) diluted I :400 in the
monoclonal supernatant and 0.03% Triton X-IOO. Sections were incubated with the
primary antibodies for one hour, washed and then secondary antibodies were applied.
The secondary antibody mixture consisted of goat-anti-mouse-FITC (Fisher) diluted
I:200, goat-anti-rabbit-Texas Red (Fisher) diluted I:200, 0.03% Triton X-IOO, 5% NGS
in PBS and was applied to the sections for 30 minutes.
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von Willebrand Factor
E9 LZIS tecta) cryosections (IOJ.!m) were also immunostained for an antigen present
on endothelial cells, von Willebrand's Factor (vWF). This antibody was used to help
determine the phenotype oflarge, LacZ+ vimentin+ tecta) cells in E9 LZIS tecta. For
vWF immunostaining tectal cryosections were first treated with 0.1% trypsin and 0.1%
calcium chloride in SmM Tris-HCI pH 7.6 for 20 minutes at 37°C to allow antigen
retrieval. Slides were washed in PBS and a commercially available polyclonal antibody
specific for vWF (DAKO #A082) (obtained from Dr. Robert Higgins, UC Davis, Davis,
CA) was diluted 1:2000, and the LacZ mouse monoclonal antibody mentioned above was
diluted 1:7 and applied to E9 LZIS tecta) cryosections for one hour at room temperature.
Sections were washed and then incubated in goat-anti-rabbit-biotin at 1:500 dilution.
Sections were washed again and finally incubate? in mixture of goat-anti-mouseBODIPY at 1:200 and Streptavidin-Cy3 at 1: 1000. Sections were washed, counterstained
with bisbenzimide (Sigma) and mounted in PPD-glycerol as above.
Other Antibodies
E9 LZIS tecta) cryosections were also immunostained with a commercially available
rabbit polyclonal antibody specific for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GF AP) (DAKO) to
identifY astrocytes and the Sp 1.D8 antibody (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank;
Foellmer et al., 1983) to label fibroblasts. The large LacZ+ cells in the OT did not stain
with either antibody (data not shown).

Thin Sections and Transmission Electron Microscopy
Embryos were first sacrificed and prepared essentially as above under Preparation of
Embryos/Clones for Analysis. Tecta) tissue was then histochemically stained with Bluo-
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Gal (BRL Life Technologies) because this LacZ substrate is preferable to X-Gal for
electron microscopy oflabeled cells (Weis et al., 1991). Tissue was washed the next day
in PBS and fixed overnight in 2% paraformaldehyde/ 2% glutaraldehyde (Electron
Microscopy Sciences, Ft. Washington, PA) in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) at 4°C.
The tissue was washed the next day in phosphate buffer then washed in distilled water
and postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in distilled water
for 30 minutes. The tissue was washed with distilled water again and enblock stained
with 1% uranyl acetate (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in distilled water for 30 minutes.
The tissue was then washed again in distilled water and dehydrated in graded alcohols
followed by propylene oxide (Electron Microscopy Sciences). The specimen was then
infiltrated in a 1: 1 mixture of propylene oxide and Epon (Electron Microscopy Sciences)
for one hour to overnight. The specimen was then infiltrated with 100% Epon for one
hour to overnight and then finally embedded in fresh Epon. The tissue sample was then
allowed to cure in a 60°C oven overnight. Semi-thin sections were cut at lJ.!m thickness,
dried on slides and stained with basic fuschin (1 mg!mL) in distilled water. Thin sections
were cut at 100-120nm thickness, placed on copper grids, dried overnight and viewed on
a JEOL Transmission Electron Microscope without further lead or uranyl acetate
staining.

Embrvo Survival Assay
Embryos injected with LZIS, LZIS8SH2, or LZIS8SH3 retroviral concentrates on E3
died at different timepoints during development (unlike LZ10/LZ14 controls) preventing
analysis oflater events in OT histogenesis. The following experiment was performed to
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determine the lethality of each retrovirus in a quantitative fashion. I first concentrated or
diluted each retroviral concentrate to a titer of5 x 106 virions/mL. I then injected 3J.1l of
retroviral concentrate of each virus (LZlO-control, LZIS, LZIS~SH2, LZIS~SH3) into
the right optic tectum ofE3 embryos. I injected the six embryos for each virus and
performed this experiment twice. After injection I then counted the number of embryos
surviving at E9, E12, E15, and E18 for each retrovirus. I then pooled these data and
performed a z-test for proportions to make statistical comparisons between groups.
Some embryos were decapitated and their heads were photographed and processed for
routine hematoxylin and eosin staining.
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Results
LZIS-Infected Tecta! Cells Have Increased Phosphotvrosine Immunoreactivity
The LZIS retrovirus was previously shown to efficiently co-express both LacZ and
pp60"""0 in infected cells (Ghattas et al., 1991). I wanted to determine if the pp60"""0
tyrosine kinase expressed by the LZIS vector was also functional, i.e., it should increase
tyrosine phosphorylation of cellular proteins. Dissociated E7 tecta! cells were infected
with LZIS retroviral concentrate and three days later tecta! aggregates were fixed,
cryosectioned and immunostained. LZIS-infected, LacZ+ cells (Figure 4A)
demonstrated elevated levels of phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity (Figure 4B) relative
to uninfected cells in the aggregate. This increase in phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity
was present in almost all of the LZIS-infected cells in tecta! aggregates. This indicates
that not only is pp6ov-src expressed in LacZ+ cells in our system, but this tyrosine kinase
is functional and can phosphorylate proteins in infected cells.

E6 LZIS. LZISt.SH2. and LZISt.SH3 Tecta! Clones Have Distinct Phenotypes
To determine how LZIS, LZISt.SH2, and LZISt.SH3 retroviruses affect tecta!
development, embryos were injected with each respective retroviral concentrate in the
right OT on E3. E6 embryos were sacrificed, fixed, histochemically stained
for LacZ, and cleared in glycerol. Clones were hand-cut from the OT and mounted on
slides for analysis. By focusing up and down through the thickness of clones it was
possible to visualize and count individual LacZ+ cells as illustrated in Figure SA and the
corresponding camera Iucida drawing in Figure SB.

Figure 4. Increased Phosphotyrosine Immunoreactivity in
Tecta) Aggregate Cells Infected with LZIS Virus
(A and B) Cryosection of a tecta! aggregate infected with LZIS and double-label
immunostained for LacZ (red) to identify infected cells and phosphotyrosine (green)
demonstrating elevated levels of phosphotyrosine in infected cells relative to uninfected
cells in the aggregate.
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Figure 5. E6 LZ14 Tectal Clone Demonstrating
Individual Cells Are Visible in the Clone
Tecta were injected with LZ14 retroviral concentrate on E3 and processed for X-Gal
histochemistry on E6. Clones were hand cut and mounted in glycerol. Clones were
photographed with the pial side up (ventricular surface down). (A) Individual LacZ+
cells are easily visualized in this E6 LZ14 clone. (B) A corresponding camera Iucida
drawing demonstrates all of the cells in the clone.
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E6 LZIS clones appeared larger and appeared to have more tangentially-oriented
cells near the pia mater compared to LZ 14 control clones (Figure 6A and B).
Quantitative analysis of these clones (Table 1) demonstrated an increased number of
cells per clone for LZIS vs. LZ14 (p< 0.00001). The number of tangentially-oriented
cells was also determined in these clones and there were significantly more in LZIS
clones (p< 0.0001). A larger proportion ofLZIS clones had tangentially-oriented cells,
also (p< 0.0001).
E6 LZIS~SH2 clones appeared the same size as LZ14 control clones (Figure 6A and

C) and there was no difference in mean clone size (p = 0. 73) (Table 2). There were,
however, more tangentially-oriented cells in LZIS~SH2 clones relative to LZ14 clones
(p< 0.0004). The proportion of clones with tangentially-oriented cells was not different
between the two groups, however (p = 0.40).
E6 LZIS~SH3 clones appeared the same size as LZ14 control clones (Figure 6A and
D), but had slightly fewer cells per clone than LZ14 controls (p< 0.05) (Table 3). There

was no difference in the number of tangentially-oriented cells per clone (p = 0.15), or the
proportion of clones with tangentially-oriented cells (p = 0.16) for LZIS~SH3 vs. LZ14.
Therefore, each form ofpp60~'-" 0 resulted in a different clonal phenotype, with wildtype pp60""'rc increasing clonal size, deletion of the SH2 domain abolishing this affect
and deletion of the SH3 domain resulting in slightly smaller clones.

Figure 6. E6 Tectal Clones from LZ14, LZIS,
LZIS.1.SH2, and LZIS.1.SH3 Embryos

.

Tecta were injected with retrovirus on E3 and processed for X-Gal histochemistry on
E6. Clones were hand cut and mounted in glycerol. Clones were photographed with the
pial side up (ventricular surface down). Three representative E6 clones are illustrated for
each retrovirus (A) LZ14, (B) LZIS, (C) LZISASH2, and (D) LZISASH3.
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Table 1.
Tecta! ventricles were injected with LZ14 or LZIS on E3 (Hamburger-Hamilton stages
15-18) and tecta were analyzed on E6. The average size of a clone, the number of
tangentially-oriented cells in the clone, and the proportion of clones with
tangentially-oriented cells were determined for both control (LZ14) and experimental
(LZIS) clones. Statistical comparisons were made using Student's two-tailed t-test and
the z-test for proportions.
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Table 1. E6 LZ14 vs. LZIS Clonal Analysis

Total Number of Cells per Clone .
Retrovirus

n

Mean+SEM

LZ14

69

14.9 ± 1.1

LZIS

47

26.0 ±2.3
p< 0.00001

Total Number of Tangentially-Oriented Cells per Clone
Retrovirus

n

Mean±SEM

LZ14'

'69

0.4±0.1

LZIS

.47

2.5 ±0.4
. p< 0.0001

Proportion of Clones with Tangentially-Oriented Cells Near the Pia Mater
Retrovirus

Proportion

LZ14

19/69 (28%)

LZIS

36/47 (77%)
p< 0.0001

Table 2.
Tecta! ventricles were injected with LZ14 or LZIS.6.SH2 on E3 (Hamburger-Hamilton
stages 15-18) and tecta were analyzed on E6. The average size of a clone, the number of
tangentially-oriented cells in the clone, and the proportion of clones with tangentiallyoriented cells were determined for both control (LZ14) and experimental (LZIS.6.SH2)
clones. Statistical comparisons were made using Student's two-tailed t-test and the z-test
for proportions.
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Table 2. E6 LZ14 vs. LZIS~SH2 Clonal Analysis
Total Number of Cells per Clone
Retrovirus

n

Mean±SEM

LZ14

56

19.5 ±2.2

LZISdSH2

58

18.4 ±2.2

p= 0.73
Total Number of Tangentially-Oriented Cells per Clone
Retrovirus

n

Mean+SEM

LZ14

56

0.3 ± 0.1

LZISdSH2

58

1.1 ± 0.2
p<0.0004

Proportion of Clones with Tangentially-Oriented Cells Near the Pia Mater
Retrovirus

Proportion

LZ14

10/56 (16%)

LZISMH2

14/58 (27%)

p = 0.40

Table 3.
Tectal ventricles were injected with LZ14 or LZISASH3 on E3 (Hamburger-Hamilton
stages 15-18) and tecta were analyzed on E6. The average size of a clone, the number of
tangentially-oriented cells in the clone, and the proportion of clones with
tangentially-oriented cells were determined for both control (LZ14) and experimental
(LZISASH3) clone~. Statistical comparisons were made using Student's two-tailed t-test
and the z-test for proportions.
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Table 3. E6 LZ14 vs. LZISASH3 Clona:I Analysis
Total Number of Cells per Clone
Retrovirus

n

Mean+SEM

LZ14

62

13.3 ± 1.1

LziSASH3

52

10.6 +0.6

p< 0.05
Total Number of Tangentially-Oriented Cells per Clone
Retrovirus

n

Mean±SEM

LZ14

62

0.2±0.1

LZISASH3

52

0.3 ±0.1

p= 0.15
Proportion of Clones with Tangentially-Oriented Cells Near the Pia Mater
Retrovirus .

Proportion

LZ14

11/62 (18%)

LZISASH3

13/52 (25%)

p= 0.32
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Mitosis in E6 LZIS Clones Occurs Near the Tecta! Ventricle
Since E6 LZIS clones had more cells per clone, I wanted to determine if pp60v-src was
increasing clone size by stimulating proliferation from the neuroepithelial stem cell
(dividing just above the tecta! ventricle) or of normally postmitotic cells closer to the pial
surface. E6 LZIS tecta! cryosections were immunostained for LacZ ati.d counterstained
with bisbenzimide to visualize nuclei and mitotic figures. I examined a total of 3 5-40 E6
LZIS clones and did not find mitotic figures in clones superficial to the area immediately
subjacent to the tecta! ventricle. A small portion of an E6 LZIS clone immunostained for
LacZ is illustrated (Figure 7A) demonstrating mitotic figures near the ventricular surface
(Figure 7B).

Although these results are not conclusive, it appears that the increased clonal size in
E6 LZIS clones is due to increased mitosis of cells at the ventricular surface and not
elsewhere in the clone.

pp60v-src Expression In LZIS Clones Enhances Tangential Migration/Displacement
Because hand-cut E6 LZIS clones had more tangentially-oriented cells relative to
LZ14 controls, I analyzed tangential migration/displacement further in LZIS and LZIO
embryos that were slightly older (E6.5). I analyzed E6.5 flat-mounted LZIO and LZIS
tecta for tangentially-oriented/tangentially displaced clonal progeny within a 20011m
radius of a clone (see Methods of Procedure for details on analysis).

While the tecta!

surface ofE6.5 LZIO embryos is relatively devoid of cells (Figure SA), the tecta! surface
ofE6.5 LZIS tecta (Figure 8B) had many large LacZ+ cells, most of which were not
associated with a radial array. These large cells would often be next to a radial array and

Figure 7. Immimostaining of an E6 LZIS Tectal Cryosection
Demonstrating a Clone Containing a Mitotic
Figure Near the Ventricle
(A) Immunostaining for LacZ (red) demonstrating a.small portion of a clone (arrow), (B)
Bisbenzimide staining identifYing a mitotic figure in the chine (arrow).
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Figure 8. E6.5 Tangentially-Orientedffangentially-Displaced
Cells in Flat-Mounted Clones for LZlO and LZIS Embryos
'

I
Tecta were injected on E3 with LZlO or LZIS retrovirus and sacrificed on E6.5 to
analyze tangentially-oriented and tanglntially-displaced cells in flat-mounted pieces of
whole tecta. The tecta! surface ofLZJo embryos (A) is relatively devoid ofLacZ+ cells
(a radial array with a emerging tangenlial migrant is indicated by the arrow) while the
1

tecta! surface ofLZIS embryos (B)

ha~ many large, LacZ+ cells, most apparently

unassociated with a radial array (three radiai arrays are indicated by the arrows). LZlO
clones (C) demonstrate few discernable tangentially-oriented/tangentially-displaced cells

I

-

.

(arrow). When a tangentially-oriented cell was between two clones as in (C), it was not
evaluated-only single isolated clones were evaluated in this analysis. (D) An isolated
LZIS clone demonstrates multiple tangentially-oriented/tangentially dispersed cells. The
lateral side of the tectum is toward the lower right of (D).

I
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it was unclear if the cell in question was a part of the clone. To circumvent this problem
in the analysis tecta were injected with lower titers ofLZIS virus. This resulted in fewer
clones per tectum and also sharply reduced the number of large, LacZ+ cells on the pial
surface of the OT. Isolated clones were analyzed for both LZ10 (Figure SC) and LZlS
(Figure SD) tecta. There were significantly more tangentially-oriented/tangentiallydisplaced cells in LZIS clones vs. LZlO controls as illustrated in (Table 4) (p< 0;0001).
The rostro-caudaVmedio-lateral orientation of these E6.5 tangentially-oriented/
tangentially-displaced neuroblasts was also determined and plotted (see Methods of
Procedure for details on analysis). E6.5 LZIS neuroblasts are oriented and appear to
tangentially migrate randomly in all directions (Figure 9B), while E6.5 LZ10 neuroblasts
are oriented and appear to predominantly migrate laterally (Figure 9A) as previously
demonstrated by Gray and Sanes (1991). Thus, pp60"""• expression alters the normal
pattern of tangential migration observed in control clones.

E9 LZIS. LZIS.1.SH2. and LZIS.1.SH3 Tecta and Clones Demonstrate Different
Phenotypes
To further determine how LZIS, LZIS.1.SH2, and LZIS.1.SH3 retroviruses affect tecta!
development, embryos were injected with each respective retroviral concentrate in the
right OT on E3. E9 embryos were sacrificed, tecta were dissected and fixed,
histochemically stained for -LacZ and cleared in glycerol. Clones were hand-cut from the
OT and mounted on slides for analysis.
Whole E9 OT histochemically stained with Bluo-Gal or X-Gal are illustrated in
(Figure lOA-D). E9 LZ14 control clones have a distinct radial appearance (Figure

Table4.
Tecta! ventricles were injected with LZIO or LZIS on E3 (Hamburger-Hamilton stages
15-18) and tecta were analyzed on E6.5. Tecta were laid flat with the pial surface up (pia
'

removed) and isolated clones were analyzed for tangentially-oriented/displaced cells in
LZI 0 (n=25) and LZIS (n=25) X-Gal+ clones. Cells with tangentially-oriented processes
and cells tangentially-displaced within a radius of200J.1m of the radial array were
counted. Statistical comparison between LZ I 0 and LZIS clones was made using
Student's two-sided t-test.
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Table 4. Number ofTangentially-OrientedffangentiallyDisplaced Cells per Clone in E6.5 LZlO vs.
LZIS Flat-Mounted Tecta

Retrovirus

n

Mean+SEM

LZIO

25

1.5 ± 0.4

LZIS

25

6.8 ± 1.0
p < 0.0001

Figure 9. Rostrocaudal and Lateromedial .Distribution of E6.5
LZlO and LZIS Tangentially-OrientedffangentiallyDisplaced Cells in Flat-Mounted Clones
The distribution ofLZIO tangentially-oriented/tangentially-displaced cells relative to
the radial array was determined for 25 of the E6.5 LZIO (control) and 25 LZIS clones
above. An isolated clone's radial array was centered over a circle with a radius of200Jlm
and eight 45° octants. The direction/location of the tangentially-oriented cells in clone
was determined and the total number of cells in each octant for the 25 clones is indicated
by dots in each octant for both E6.5 LZIO clones and E6.5 ~ZIS clones. Most LZIO cells
are lateral to the clone. More LZIS cells are located laterally from the clone, but many
cells are oriented/displaced in all directions, unlike LZ 10 clones. There are also many
more of these cells in LZIS clones relative to LZIO clones.
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Figure 10. Whole E9 Optic Tecta and E9 Tectal Clones from
LZ14, LZIS, LZISASH2, and LZISASH3 Embryos

Tecta were injected with retrovirus on E3 and embryos were sacrificed on E9. Whole
tecta were histochemically stained with X-Gal (blue labeling) or Bluo-Gal (dark labeling)
and whole tecta for (A) LZ14 (B) LZIS, (C) LZISASH2, and (D) LZISASH3 embryos are
illustrated. Several hand-cut E9 clones are also illustrated for each retrovirus (E) LZ14,

(F) LZIS, (G) LZISASH2, and (H) LZISASH3. Approximate boundaries for the
ventricular zone, intermediate and tecta! plate are indicated in LZ14 control clones in (E).
The large LacZ+ cells dispersed throughout the tectum in LZIS embryos are indicated by
the arrow in (F). A far outlying tangentially-oriented neuroblast in the IZ is indicated by
the arrow in the left clone of (G).
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lOA). E9 LZIS clones were discemable (Figure lOB), but in embryos injected with a

high titer LZIS concentrate it was obvious that clonal boundaries were indistinguishable
due to many LacZ+ cells dispersed throughout the thickness of the tectum. E9
LZISASH2 clones (Figure lOC) were clearly identifiable and appeared larger than clones
in LZ14 tecta (Figure lOA) and the LacZ+ cells which appeared unassociated with neural
clones in E9 LZIS tecta (Figure lOB) (dispersed throughoutthe thickness of the tectum)
were largely absent. E9 LZISASH3 tecta (Figure lOD) had a very similar appearance to
LZIS tecta with fewer dispersed LacZ+ cells than in LZIS tecta.
Hand-cut E9 LZ14, LZIS, LZISASH2, and LZISASH3 clones are illustrated in Figure
lOE-H. LZ14 clones (Figure lOE) have an easily discernable radial appearance with

clear clonal boundaries. LZIS clones (Figure lOF) were identified at the ventricular
surface of whole optic tecta where they contained cells in the VZ. Clonal boundaries
above the VZ were· obscured by large, round, transformed-appearing LacZ+ cells
scattered throughout the tectum. Clones appeared to have impaired radial migration
(Figure lOF) but this was not quantifiable because clonal boundaries were unclear even

in embryos injected with low titer LZIS viral concentrate (data not shown). LZISASH2
clones (Figure lOG) were usually much larger than LZ14 clones (Figure lOE), had clear
clonal boundaries, and demonstrated many tangentially-dispersed cells in the IZ and the
SO relative to LZ 14 clones. LZISASH2 clones appeared to have tangentially-oriented
cells in a single linear plane (if the clone was viewed from above) in the IZ and a more
circumferential distribution of tangentially-oriented cells in the SO. LZISASH3 clones
(Figure lOR) appeared to have enhanced tangential dispersion of cells in the IZ (similar
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to LZISL\SH2 clones) and impaired radial migration, but analysis was impossible due to
unclear clonal boundaries as described above for LZIS clones.
These results demonstrate a phenotype for each of the experimental retroviruses: (1)
E9 LZ10/LZ14 clones have a distinctly radial appearance with cells distributed
throughout the thickness of the OT, (2) E9 LZIS clones appear to have very few cells in
the SO and equal or fewer total cells relative to controls, (3) E9 LZISL\SH2 clones are
much larger than controls and have markedly enhanced tangential migration/dispersion of
neuroblasts in the fiber layers of the OT, and (4) E9 LZISL\SH3 clones appeared to have
the fewest cells per clone relative to all other clonal phenotypes, and similar to E9 LZIS
clones, there appears to be impaired radial migration of neuroblasts into the SO. The
many large, LacZ+ cells prevented quantification of the E9 LZIS and E9 LZISL\SH3
phenotypes, however. The number of large, LacZ+ cells in E9 LZISL\SH2 tecta was
markedly reduced and clonal boundaries were clear allowing analysis of both radial and
tangential migration of cells in these clones.

Radial Glial Cell Development is Impaired in LZIS and LZISL\SH3 clones
While obscure clonal boundaries prevented a quantitative analysis of radial and
tangential migration in E9 LZIS and LZISL\SH3 clones, I was able to analyze these
clones for radial glial cell development. A radial glial cell was defined as present in a
clone in this analysis if a clone met at least two of the following three criteria: (1) radial
glial endfeet were present near the pial surface of the clone, (2) a long, thin process was
evident in the clone unattached to llnother cell body in the clone, or (3) radial glial
endfeet are visible near the ventricular surface of the clone.
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Using these criteria I found that LZ14 clones had an identifiable radial glial cell90%
of the time (Table 5), LZIS clones had a radial glial cell in 42% of the clones (p< 0.0001,
LZ14 vs. LZIS) while LZISASH2 clones were no different than LZ14 controls.
LZISASH3 clones had more clones (64%) with radial glia than LZIS clones (p< 0.03),
but LZISASH3 clones still had significantly fewer identifiable radial glial cells than LZ14
control clones (p< 0.002).
These results indicate that pp60v-src inhibits the development of radial glia in some
clones, but not others, and that deletion of the SH2 domain ofpp60v-src normalizes the
wild-type pp60"""0 phenotype.

E9 LZISASH2 Clones Were Larger and Demonstrated Enhanced Tangential Dispersion
E9 LZISASH2 clones were analyzed and compared to LZ14 clones. There were more
cells in the VZ for LZISASH2 clones (p< 0.02) although the percentage of cells in the VZ
(out of the total number of cells) was similar to LZ14 (37% vs. 30%) (Table 6). There
were also many more cells in the IZ ofLZISASH2 clones compared to LZ14 (29.6 vs.
4.6, respectively) (p< 0.0001) and the percentage of cells in the IZ was drastically
different (39% vs. 12%, respectively) (Table 6). The number of cells that migrated into
the TP was similar for LZ14 and LZISASH2 (p = 0.47), but the percentage of cells in the
TP was very different (51% ofLZ14 cells were in the TP while only 31% ofLZISASH2
were m
the TP) (Table 6). E9 LZISASH2 clones were approximately twice the size of control
clones (p< 0.0004) (Table 6-Total).

Table 5.
Tecta! ventricles were injected with LZ14, LZIS,

LZIS~SH2,

or LZIS~SH3 on E3

(Hamburger-Hamilton stages 15-18) and tecta were analyzed on E9. A Lac Z+ clone was
counted as having a radial glial cell if it met at least two of the following three criteria:
(I) glial endfeet were present near the ventricle, (2) a long process extended through the
intermediate zone, not attached to an identifiable cell in the area, or (3) glial endfeet were
visible near the pial surface in the clone. Statistical comparison was made between
clones infected with each virus using the z-test for proportions.
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Table 5. Proportion ofE9 Clones Infected with LZ14, LZIS,
LZISASH2, or LZISASHJ Having an Identifiable
Radial Glial Cell
Retrovirus

Proportion

LZ14

45/50 (90%)

LZIS

18/43 (42%)a,c,d

LZISASH2

61/69 (88%)

LZISASH3

35/55 (64%)b,e

a= LZ14 vs. LZIS, p< 0.0001
b = LZ14 vs. LZISASH3, p< 0.002

c = LZIS vs. LZISASH2, p< 0.0001
d =LZIS vs. LZISASH3, p< 0.03

e = LZISASH2 vs. LZISASH3, p< 0.002

Table 6.
Tecta! ventricles were injected with LZ14 or LZIS.1.SH2 on E3 (Hamburger-Hamilton
stages 15-18) and tecta were analyzed on E9. The number of cells in the ventricular zone
(VZ), intermediate zone (IZ), and tecta! plate (TP) were counted and summed to give a
total number of cells per clone for both control (LZ 14) and experimental (LZIS.1.SH2)
clones. Statistical comparisons were made using Student's two-tailed t-test.
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Table 6. Number of cells in the VZ, IZ, TP and total number
of cells/clone for E9 LZ14 and E9 LZISASH2 clones
!!

LZ14

60

14.8 ± 1.1

4.6 ± 0.5

20.2 ± 1.9

39.6±3.2

LZISASH2

55

22.8 ± 3.2"

29.6 ± 3.6b

23.1 ± 3.6

75.5 ±9.6°

a= LZ14 vs. LZISASH2, VZ, p< 0.02

b = LZ14 vs. LZISASH2, IZ, p< 0.0001
c = LZ14 vs. LZISASH2, Total, p< 0.0004
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The number of tangentially-oriented/tangentially displaced cells in the IZ and SO of
E9 LZISASH2 and E9 LZ14 clones was also analyzed (Table 7). There were
significantly more tangentially-oriented/tangentially displaced cells in the IZ (p< 0.0001)
and SO

(p<_0.0001) ofE9 LZISASH2 clones compared to LZ14 controls. There were

more tangentially-oriented/tangentially displaced cells in the IZ ofE9 LZISASH2 clones.
compared to the SO (8.7 vs. 3.9, respectively) (Table 7).
I then wanted to determine how far the cells in the IZ were tangentially
migrating/dispersing. The distance of the most distant tangentially-oriented/tangentiallydisplaced cell was measured in the IZ on either side of the radial array for randomly
hand-cut and mounted E9 LZ14 and LZISASH2 clones using an optic reticle and stage
micrometer (Table 8). This average distance was 34.3

~m

to the left and 31.7

right of the radial array for E9 LZ14 clones. The average distance was 144.0

~m

to the

~m

(p< 0.0001) to the left and 138.9 ~m (p< 0.0001) to the right of the radial array for E9
LZISASH2 clones. Since these clones were mounted without regard to orientation this
distance should be equal on either side of the clone, preventing a directional analysis of
tangential migration/dispersion. On examination of many clones, however, it appears
that cells are tangentially-orientedltangC:mtially-dispersed equally well on either side of
the clone in intact tecta! clones.

Neurons Develop In LZIS Clones. but the Large. LacZ+ Cells Are Not Neurons
E6 and E9 LZIS tecta! cryosections were immunostained for LacZ and differentiation
markers to identify cell types which developed in LZIS clones. An E6 LZIS-infected

Table 7.
The number of tangentially-oriented or tangentially-displaced cells in the intermediate
zone (IZ) and the stratum opticum (SO) was determined for E9 LZ14 vs. LZISdSH2
clones. Statistical comparisons were made using Student's two-tailed t-test.
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Table 7. Number ofTangentially-OrientedffangentiallyDisplaced Cells per Clone in the Intermediate
Zone and Stratum Opticum for E9 LZ14
vs. E9 LZISASH2 Clones
Retrovirus

n

IZ

so

LZ14

60

1.2 ±0.2

1.2 ±0.2

LZIS~SH2

55

8.7 ± 1.2

3.9±0.6

p< 0.0001

p<O.OOOl

.

Table 8.

E9 LZ14 and LZIS.6.SH2 clones were analyzed for the most distant tangential migrant
in the IZ of each clone. The distance from the radial array was measured for tangential
migrants on either side of the clone and comparisons between LZ14 and LZIS.6.SH2 were
made using Student's t-test. Data are provided as mean± standard error of mean.
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Table 8. Average Distance (in J.l.m) Away from the Radial
Array for the Most Distant Tangential Migrant
in the Intermediate Zone of E9 LZ14 vs.
E9 LZIS~SH2 Clones
Retrovirus

n

Left of Radial Array

Right ofRadial
Arra

LZ14

60

34.3 ±2.9

31.7±2.0

LZIS~SH2

55

144.0+10.6

138.9 + 10.0

p< 0.0001

p<0.0001
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neuroblast immunostained for LacZ in Figure llA and NF-M in Figure liB
demonstrates that LZIS allows expression of a neuroncspecific marker in infected cells in

vivo. Also visible in an E6 LZIS tecta! cry\) section was a LacZ+ neuroblast near the pial
surface of the OT with a long axon extending in the marginal zone laterally in the tectum

(Figure UC). This cell had the appearance of a tangential migrant that becomes a
tectobulbar efferent neuron (Shepherd and Taylor, 1995; Gray and Sanes, 1991). E9
LZIS tecta! clones had undiscernable boundaries due to many large, LacZ+ cells
dispersed throughout the tectum, which do not appear to be part of the radial array (see

Figure 10 above). These cells did not stain for NF-M (middle weight neurofilament) and
did not morphologically appear to be neurons (Figure UD and E). These cells were,
however, strongly immunoreactive for the intermediate filament vimentin (Figure llF

and G). E9 tecta! cryosections were also immunostained for von Willebrand Factor
(vWF) (Figure llH and I) to identify endothelial cells. Since pp60"""" is known to
transform endothelial cells in vivo (Stoker et al., 1990), the large, LacZ+ cells is LZIS
tecta may be transformed endothelial or hemangiosarcoma cells. These LacZ+ cells,
were not, however, immunoreactive for vWF (Figure llH) while endothelial cells in
blood vessels in the tectum were immunoreactive (Figure 111). Tecta! cryosections were
also immunostained for GF AP to identify astrocytes. It would not be expected for LZIS
clones to have astrocytes by E9: these cells do not appear in the tectum until E12 (Linser
and Perkins, 1987). No immunoreactivity was present in E9 LZIS-infected tecta! cells
for GFAP or many other tested antibodies (data not shown) (see Methods of Procedure).
In summary, immunostaining ofE6 and E9 LZIS cryosections demonstrated neurons
in E6 LZIS clones, demonstrated that the large, LacZ+ cells dispersed throughout the

Figure 11. Immunostaining ofLZIS Tectal Cryosections
E6 or E9 LZIS tecta (injected with LZIS on E3) were fixed and cryosectioned at lO!!m
and immunostained for LacZ or LacZ and other antigens to help identify cell phenotypes
in these tecta In (A) an E6 LZIS cryosection demonstrates an infected LacZimmunoreactive neuroblast (arrow), which also stains for NF-M (B). The ventricle (v)
and the pia (p) are indicated. In (C) an E6 LZIS tecta! cryosection was immunostained
for LacZ only to identify infected cells. This neuroblast in an LZIS clone demonstrates a
long axon and growth cone navigating laterally in the tectum. (D) and (E) demonstrate
LacZ (D) and NF-M (E) immunostaing of an E9 LZIS cryosection. The cells indicated
by the arrowheads in each picture are the same Large, LacZ+ cells identified throughout
the tectum ofE9 LZIS embryos. These cells are unlabeled by the NF-M antibody while
the surrounding tissue contains many NF-M + processes. (F) and (G) demonstrate that
these large, LacZ+ cells (F) are strongly immunoreactive for the inte_rmediate filament
vimentin (G). Since pp6ov·src is"known to transform endothelial cells in vivo, I
immunostained E9 LZIS cryosections for LacZ (H) and vWF (I) to see if these cells
expressed this endothelial marker. The large LacZ+ cells were not immunoreactive for
vWF, while surrounding blood vessels in the OT were (I).
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tectum ofE9 LZIS embryos react strongly with vimentin antibodies and were not
immunoreactive with neurofilament, GFAP, or vWF antibodies. These findings excluded
the large, LacZ+ cells as neurons or astrocytes, but did not exclude the possibility that
these cells are transformed endothelial cells not expressing vWF on their cell surface.

Phenotype ofLarge, LacZ+ Cells in LZIS Tecta
We attempted to identify the phenotype of the large, LacZ+ cells scattered throughout
E9 LZIS tecta to help distinguish them as a neural or non-neural phenotype. An E9 LZIS
tectum was fixed and stained with X-Gal (Figure 12A). The left half of the optic tectum
illustrated has the pial covering attached while the right half is devoid of pia. It is evident
in this figure that the pia contains a large mass ofLZIS-infected cells. When the
X-Gal stained pia from LZIS and LZ14 embryos was flat-mounted it was evident that
there were cells in the pia with a rounded, transformed appearance in E9 LZIS pia
(Figure 12A) unlike the flat cells in E9 LZ14 pia (Figure 12C). The cells in E9 LZIS
pia had very similar morphology relative to E9 LZIS large, LacZ+ tecta! cells (see Figure
I OF). These data indicate that the large, LacZ+ cells in E9 LZIS OT may be due to
infection of a cell type in common to both the OT and pia. Perhaps this cell type is an
endothelial precursor which does not express vWF when expressing pp60v-src.
E9 LZIS tecta were fixed, stained with Bluo-Gal and embedded for thin sectioning
and TEM. This was done to identify (at the EM level) markers of cellular differentiation
that would help determine the phenotype of these cells. A thin section counterstained
with basic fuchsin demonstrated several Bluo-Gal stained cells in a E9 LZIS tecta!
semithin section (Figure 12D). A Bluo-Gal+ cell appeared to have multiple nuclei in a

Figure 12. Phenotype of Large LacZ+ Cells in LZIS Tecta
To identify the phenotype of the large LacZ+ cells in the OT ofE9 LZIS embryos, a
preliminary study of the morphology of the cells in the OT and pia of these embryos was
undertaken. (A) The pia of an E9 LZIS tectum has a large collection of infected cells (in
the bottom left of the tectum in the photograph). The LZIS-infected cells in an E9 pia
.have the same rounded, transformed-appearing morphology as the large LacZ+ cells in
E9 LZIS tecta (B) while LZI4-infected pial cells (C) are flat and appear much smaller
(taken at the same magnification as (A)). (D) A semi-thin section of an E9 LZIS tectum
demonstrates that these rounded, large Bluo-Gal+ cells are different in morphology than
the surrounding, elongated neuroblasts in the OT. Analysis of these cells by TEM
demonstrates Bluo-Gal-labeled cells with multiple nuclei (E) and a Bluo-Gal-labeled cell
which is apparently surrounding a blood cell (arrow in F) completely (F and G), viewed
at low magnification (F) and higher magnification (G). Unlabeled cells are apparent in
(F) around the strongly labeled cell, and the apparent labeling of cells immediately
around the strongly-labeled cell (G) probably represents diffusion oflabel around
adjacent cells.
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thin section TEM photomicrograph (Figure 12E). Another Bhio-Gal+ E9 LZIS cell
appeared to surround a blood cell (Figure 12F). At higher magnification this cell had
processes which surrounded the blood cell completely (Figure 12G) and it may represent
a transformed endothelial cell or a hemangiosarcoma cell. Although none of my data
conclusively identifies the phenotype of the large LacZ+ cells found in LZIS tecta, a
tentative conclusion is that they represent transformed endothelial cells or
hemangiosarcoma cells.

LZIS. LZISASH2. or LZISASH3 Embryos Die at Different Times During Develooment
During the course of my experiments I first noticed that chicken embryos injected
with LZIS retroviral concentrate on E3 die around E12 to E15 during development and
develop large hemangiosarcomas over the injection site (Figure 13A). This was·
previously described in experiments when a v-src-containing retrovirus was injected into
embryonic chicken wing-web (Stoker et al., 1990). I also noticed that LZISASH2
embryos did not develop hemangiosarcomas when they were injected with lower titer
retroviral concentrates (- 2 x 106 virions/mL), but they did develop hemangiosarcomas in
some embryos by E13-E18 when injected with higher titer concentrates (Figure 13B).
LZISASH3 embryos appeared to die the earliest in development, and they never
developed obvious hemangiosarcomas when injected with either high or low titer
retrovirus (Figure 13C). LZ10 or LZ14 embryos never developed hemangiosarcomas at
any point in development using various retroviral titers (Figure 13C). Histologically, the
appearance of these tumors was as a cystic, blood-filled space over the tectum bound by
the pia inferiorly and the skin superiorly Figure 13D and 13E.

Figure 13. LZIS, and LZISLlSH2 Embryos Develop
Hemangiosarcomas Over the Injection Site, While
LZlO and LZISLlSH3 Embryos Do Not
(A) EIO LZIS and (B) E18 LZISASH2 embryos develop hemangiosarcomas over the
injection site (arrows), while (C) deceased EIO LZISASH3 (foreground) and sacrificed
EIO LZIO (background) embryos do not. Hematoxylin and eosin histochemistry of
these embryos is illustrated in (D) and (E). (D) There is a collection of blood above the
pia and under the skin in this section from an EIO LZIS embryo with a tumor. (E) This
same pathology is present in the large tumor above the OT from an E18 LZISASH2
embryo in (B).
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To determine how these retroviruses quantitatively affected embryo survival, E3
chicken embryos were injected with 3J.tl ofLZIO (control), LZIS, LZIS~SH2, or
LZIS~SH3

in the right tecta! ventricle. The titer of all the retroviral concentrates was 5 x

106 virionslmL. Embryos were then followed throughout development and the
proportion of embryos surviving at E9, E12, EIS, and E18 was scored for each retrovirus.
This experiment was repeated twice and the results were combined (Table 9).
In summary, the LZIS~SH3 retrovirus was the most toxic to embryos killing most
embryos by El2 . The LZIS retrovirus was the next most lethal and it killed most
embryos by E15 with the development of hemangiosarcomas over the injection site
between E10-El2. The LZIS~SH2 embryos survived better than LZIS or LZIS~SH3
embryos, but between E13-E18 some of these embryos also developed large
hemangiosarcomas over the injection site. The LZlO control retrovirus did not cause
hemangiosarcomas and all embryos survived to E 18 indicating that embryos were not
dying secondary to injection technique.

Table 9.
E3 chicken embryos were injected with 3J.Ll of retroviral concentrate (LZ 10-control,
LZIS, LZIS~SH2, LSZIS~SH3) in their right optic tecta (6 embryos for each virus). The

titer of each retroviral concentrate was 5 x 106/mL. The number of embryos surviving at
E9, E12, E15, and E18 were counted for each virus. This experiment was repeated and

I

the results were combined. The total number of embryos surviving at each timepoint are
displayed (out of 12) and statistical Lmparisons were made
z-test for proportions.

betwe~n groups using the
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Table 9. Proportion of Embryos Surviving at E9, E12, E15,
and E18 After Tectal lnjeJtion with LZlO (control),
I
•
LZIS, LZISLlSH2, or LZI~LlS~J Retrovirus on EJ
Retrovirus

E9

E12

E15

E18

LZ10

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

LZIS

11112

9112

2/12d

0/12b

LZIS.1SH2

12/12

11/12

3/12e

1/12b

LZIS.1SH3

12/12

0/12f,g

0/12b

[

a= LZ10 vs. LZIS.1SH3, p< 0.001
b = LZIS vs. LZIS.1SH3, p< 0.004

c = LZIS.1SH2 vs. LZIS.1SH3, p< 0.001
d= LZ10 vs. LZIS, p< 0.001
e=LZ10vs. LZIS.1SH2, p<0.001

f-= LZ10 vs. LZIS.1SH3, p< 0.001

1

i2/12a,b,c

I
I

f
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Discussion

I have used replication-deficient retroviral vectors to make qualitative and quantitative
.

0

'II

conclusions that demonstrate pp60""" and pp60v-src domain deletion mutants affect
vertebrate brain development in vivo.
study (LZIS,

LZIS~SH2,

Ea~h of three experimental retroviruses used in this
1

and LZIS~SH3) caused distinct effects on clonal size,

neuroblast migration patterns, and celluiJ differentiation in the developing chicken optic

l

tectum. I conclude from my results that: (1) the proliferative potential of neuroepithelial
stem cells in the OT is not restricted, (2) it is possible to enhance tangential

I

migration/dispersion ofneuroblasts, and €3) the differentiation of stem cell progeny is
altered by expression of pp60"""0 •

Clonal Size
I

There are no quantitative data on ho, the v-src oncogene affects proliferation of
i

neural cells in vivo. The replication-defiCient retroviral approach used in this study
,I

allowed me to determine how pp60""src influences clonal size in a wild-type environment.
The efficient coexpression of both LacZ Ld pp60v-src (or pp60"""c deletion mutants) by
,I

LZIS, LZIS~SH2, and LZIS~SH3 retroviruses made quantitation of clonal size possible.
'I

..

The increased clonal size in E6 LZIS and clones was interesting because pp60v-src induces
cellular proliferation in some neural systlms and reduces it in others. pp60v-src expression

;).

was shown to stimulate cellular proliferation in quail neuroretinal cultures (Pessac and
'

Calothy, 1974), while pp60v-src reduced p~oliferation in immature chick sympathetic
I
:
.
neurons in vitro (Haltmeier and Rohrer, 1990) and stimulated differentiation of
'
'

proliferating PC12 cells (Aiema et at., 1985).
I
'

'i
I
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There are two main plausible explanations for the increased size ofE6 LZIS clones:
(1) pp60"'""' is stimulating proliferation Jorn the neuroepithelial stern cell in these clones
or (2) pp60"""" is inducing normally postLtotic cells in the clone to proliferate. The

~

former possibility is most likely because [ could not find evidence of mitosis occurring in
E6 LZIS

cl~nes other than immediately slbjacent to the tecta! ventricle. A more

definitive method to look for cell divisiJ in E6 LZIS clones in the future would be to
label embryos in vivo with Brd,U followef by double-label

irnrnu~ostaining with LacZ-

specific and BrdU-specific antibodies to identify the location of cycling cells in clones.
The smaller size ofE6 LZISASH3 tela! clones.in this study was surprising because
the RSV mutant virus NY311, with a

del~tion of the entire SH3 domain of

pp60"""", stimulated mitogenesis (althouJh l!t a much lower level the wild-type RSV) in
the quail neuroretinal

cult~re system abate (Calothy et al., 1987). This difference may

due to differences in cell types (tecta! vs. neuroretinal), differences in the in vivo vs. in

vitro environment, or differences in the size of the SH3 domain-containing deletion of
NY311 and LZISASH3. pp60"'""'ASHJ rnJy not stimulate proliferation as well as wild-type
pp60"""" because it is not associating wiJ proteins that would normally bind to the SH3

i

domain and stimulate or participate in mitosis such as the Sarn68, RNA binding protein
(Furnagalli et al., 1994). pp60""srcASHJ rnJy also act as a dominant negative protein
binding to phosphotyrosine-containing tJget proteins through an intact SH2 domain, but
incapable of stimulating mitosis due to Ilk of proper downstream SH3 domain
interactions. A flnal plausible explanatiJn for the reduced size ofE6 LZISASH3 clones
is that pp60""srcASHJ is cytotoxic to tectallells since high levels of pp60""''" expression are
known to induce cell death in some cell

t~pes (Wu and Hackett, 1995). This seems

I

I

"

plausible since the LZISASH3 retrovirus is tlie most toxic to infected embryos (see Table

I

9).

While I was unable to quantifY E9 clonal size for LZIS and LZISASH3 due to unclear
clonal boundaries, I was able to quantifY how LZISASH2 affected clonal size at E6 and

.

I

E9. Deletion of the SH2 domain abolishes the proliferative effect ofpp60v-sro early (E6)
in development, but as development proceet the clones grew to approximately twice the
size of control clones (E9). Why is there ndt an increased clonal size for E6 LZISASH2
II

'

clones? Perhaps the pp60v-sroASH2 tyrosine Kinase does not interact with or phosphorylate
proteins which are essential for stimulation of cellular proliferation by pp60v-sro early in
development. It is also plausible that the increased E9 LZISASH2 clonal size later in

.I

· due to pp 60v-sroasH2 •mh"b"
. apoptosis
. I ceII death.m
I Itmg naturaII y occumng
deveIopment IS
tectal clones. Supporting this hypothesis, Jp60v-sro is known to stimulate expression of an

anti-~p~pto~ic protein from ~he B~l-2 g~ne/family, ~-13 (Gillet et al., 1995). This
protem IS highly expressed m quail optic tectum (Gillet et al., 1995) and was shown to be
a potent anti-apoptotic factor in an establilhed in vitro model of apoptosis

(Mange~ey, et

al., 1996).

Neuroblast Migration Patterns
Migration of neuroblasts in the developing chicken OT occurs by two main
I

mechanisms: radial and tangential

(Gray~ and Sanes, 1991).

Radial migration begins on a

i
radial glial framework around E6-7 (Gray and Sanes, 1991) and this process depends on

I

the proper expression and function of th~ a6, aS, and j31 integrin subunits in OT
neuroblasts (Galileo et al., 1992; Zhang and Galileo, 1998). pp6ov·sro is known to alter
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integrin-dependent cell adhesion by inducing tyrosine phosphorylation and degradation
of a key component of focal adhesions, fbcal adhesion kinase (ppl25FAK) (Fincham et al.,
1995).
While I was unable to obtain quantitative data on radial migration for E9 LZIS and

il impaired radial migration of neuroblasts into
I
the tectal plate (TP) in these clones (see Figure lOB and D). E9 LZISASH2 clones do

LZISASH3 clones, it appears that there

not have different numbers of cells in thj TP compared to E9 LZ14 controls, but the
percentage of cells in the TP for the clonl is markedly reduced (31% vs. 51%,
respectively). Given the average clonal Jize of -75 cells/clone for E9 LZISASH2 clones,
about half, or 37-38 cells, should reside il the TP if the distribution is the same as an E9
LZ14 control clone. There are, however) only 23 cells/clone in the TP for E9 LZISASH2

i

clones indicating that there may be impaired radial migration ofneuroblasts into the TP.

I

E9 LZISASH2 clones also have many more cells as both a percentage of the total and
absolutely in the intermediate zone (IZ) lhich may represent a preference for tangential
migration of cells in these clones vs. the

~adial pathway.

An explanation for this apparent imp1ment of radial migration in LZIS, LZISASH2

I .

and LZISASH3 clones could be that all three tyrosine kinases inhibit integrin-mediated
adhesion as mentioned above. Another Jlausible explanation is that expression of these
tyrosine kinases in tecta! clones induces ben death in cells which would normally

populoto

~re rupoilci•li&nio•• io tho :OT. A fiool po,;biiity ;, th" rell• io th=

clones are driven toward a tangential migration pathway and away from the radial
migration stream, either by changes in cJn adhesion or cell phenotype.

I
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• of pp 60"""c and pp 60v-src<ISH2
. m
. my work 1s
. t hat expression
T he most noveI fimd mg
enhances tangential migration/dispersion [of neuroblasts in infected clones. Tangential
migration of neuroblasts in the develop ink chicken OT begins around E6 by neurons in
the marginal zone near the pia. In E7 clobes as many as 15% of the cells in a clone are
tangential migrants which can migrate as far as 3.5mm laterally and 1mm medially away
from the parent radial array (Gray and Sanes, 1991). Most neuroblasts migrate laterally

I

away from the clone and there is very little, if any, migration of neuroblasts in a rostral or
caudal direction (Gray and Sanes, 1991). These neuroblasts migrate in part by perikaryal
translocation (Domesick and Morest, 19r; Snow and Robson, 1995) and go on to form
the large multipolar ganglion neurons of the tectum giving rise to the tectobulbar tract

I

(Domesick and Morest, 1977; Gray and Sanes, 1991; Shepherd and Taylor, 1995).
Another tangential migration (evident in lome clones) begins on E9 in the superficial
laminae of the OT and cells migrating frJm the radial array eventually differentiate into
astrocytes (Gray and Sanes, 1991).
While it is known that polysialylated N-CAM is necessary for the tangential migration
of neuronal precursors from the forebraij subventricular zone to the olfactory bulb in
mice (Tomasiewicz et al., 1993; Ono, et ll., 1994), factors controlling tangential

mill"tioo oh<wuhlu• io th<

'"'""'•+

OT •re

""""•~·

To my knowlolgo, my

results demonstrate for the first time an enhancement of tangential migration/dispersion

I

of neuroblasts in vivo. It is unlikely that r-CAM is mediating the increased tangential
migration/dispersion in E6.5 LZIS clones and in E9 LZISilSH2 clones because N-CAMmediated adhesion is inhibited in rat cer1ellar cells transformed by RSV (Greenberg et
al., 1984) and in chicken embryonic retijal cells transformed by RSV (Brackenbury et
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al., 1984). Perhaps the inactivation of theN-CAM, cadherin (Matsuyoshi et al., 1992;
Hamaguchi et al., 1993; Behrens et al., 1993) and integrin systems in LZIS and
LZISASH2 neuroblasts results in a increased propensity for tangential migration away
from the radial array.
One cell adhesion protein present in the developing OT that may be mediating the
increased tangential migration/dispersion ofE6.5LZIS and E9 LZISASH2 neuroblasts is
L1/Ng-CAM. This protein is expressed in axon-rich layers of the developing OT with
high levels of expression in the stratum opticum (Yamagata et at., 1995) and the stratum
album centrale (Donovan-Diener and Galileo, personal communication). Ll/Ng-CAM is
also known to promote neurite outgrowth in chicken tectobulbar neurons (Kroger and
Schwarz, 1990). c-src knockout mice demonstrate impaired neurite outgrowth on L1
(Ignelzi, Jr. et at., 1994) and expression ofpp6ov·sr• in PC12 cells is known to induce
differentiation and expression ofL1 on the cell surface (Rausch et at., 1989). Taking
these facts together, it seems plausible that Ll/Ng-CAM may serve as a permissive
substrate for tangential migration/dispersion ofE6.5 LZIS and E9 LZISASH2
neuroblasts; it is expressed where cells are tangentially migrating/dispersing (the
marginal zone in E6.5 tecta and in the intermediate zone in E9 tecta) and pp60c-src
expression is necessary for its proper function and pp60"""'" induces its expression.
Future experiments to dete~ine how pp60"""'" and domain deletion mutants affect cell
adhesion protein function in tecta! cells should help dissect the mechanism of increased
tangential migration/dispersion ofneuroblasts observed in E6.5 LZIS and E9LZISASH2
clones.
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Another explanation for the observed neuroblast migration defects in LZIS and
LZISASH2 clones stems from recent discoveries in several laboratories. The mouse
disabled gene (mDab1) was recently cloned (Howell et al., 1997a) and knockout mice
were generated for this gene (Howell, et al., 1997b). The protein encoded by the mDab 1
gene binds the SH2 domain of pp6oc·src and is tyrosine phosphorylated during nervous
system development by multiple Src family tyrosine kinases (Howell et al., 1997a). Mice
lacking this protein have similar phenotypes as the reeler, scrambler, and yotari mutant
mice, demonstrating defects in neuronal migration/positioning in both the cerebral cortex
and cerebellum (Howell et al., 1997b; Ware et aL, 1997; Sheldon et al., 1997).

This

protein is also expressed in Drosophila (Gertler et al., 1989) and would most likely be
phylogenetically conserved. It is very plausible that improper regulation (presumably
through tyrosine phosphorylation) of the disabled protein by pp60'""c and domain
deletion mutants could alter its function in the developing chicken OT and contribute to
the migration defects I have observed.

Differentiation
Differentiation of neuroblasts in the developing chicken OT gives rise to many types
of neurons, radial glia and two types of astrocytes from the same neuroepithelial stem cell
(Galileo et al., 1990; Gray and Sanes, 1992). E6 LZIS tecta! clones contain neurons as
demonstrated by neurofilament immunostaining and cell morphology. The ability to
generate neurofilament immunoreactive cells was similar for all three retroviruses (LZIS,
LZISASH2 (data not shown), and LZISASH3 (data not shown)). These results parallel
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those of Aguzzi et al. (1991) who demonstrated that neurons develop normally in an ex
vivo system after infection of embryonic rat brain cells with a retrovirus containing the

v-src oncogene. The pp60"""•-induced block to neuronal differentiation in retinoic-acid
treated P19 embryonal carcinoma cells (Schmidt et al., 1992) and cultured definitive
streak neural plate cells (Keane at al., 1984) contrasts with my results in vivo. This may
represent differences in the in vitro vs. in vivo environment or differences in the
developmental program of the cells expressing pp60"""• (tecta! neuroepithelial stem cells
vs. more primitive, more pluripotential cells). While neurofilament immunoreactive cells
develop in these clones, it is unknown whether the types and numbers of neurons that
differentiate from these neuroblasts are the same as control clones. This problem needs
further investigation.
The significantly lower proportion ofE9 LZIS and E9 LZIS.1.SH3 clones with
identifiable radial glia in this study was unexpected. To my knowledge, no investigations
have ever characterized how pp60"""0 affects radial glial cell development. The SH2
domain of pp60"""• is necessary for this phenotype since E9 LZIS.1.SH2 clones have the
same proportion of clones with radial glia as controls (E9 LZ14). Many E9 LZIS and E9
LZIS.1.SH3 clones do not appear to have radial glia while other clones do. This indicates
that pp60"""• is not completely preventing development of this cell lineage from the
neuroepithelial stem cell, but it indicates that pp601'-STC can inhibit the proper growth,
development, or differentiation of radial glial cells in some clones. Since radial glia serve
as guides for radial neuroblast migration in the developing vertebrate brain (Rakic, 1972),
expression of proteins (including pp60""") affecting their development could alter the
radial migration of neuroblasts in affected clones. Lack of radial glial cells in these ·
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clones could lead to a diversion of cells from the radial migration stream to tangential
pathways. Further analysis for radial glia in E9 LZIS and E9 LZISASH3 clones could
include immunohistochemistry to identify radial glia by specific antigenic markers, or
electron microscopy to identify Bluo-Gal stained radial glia.
The differentiation of astrocytes in LZIS or LZISASH3 clones was not fully addressed
in my work because GFAP-immunoreactive astrocytes do not appear in the OT until
around E12 (Linser and Perkins, 1987), a timepoint when many LZIS and most
LZISASH3 embryos have died. There also appeared to be very few X-Gal stained cells
in the OT ofLZIS, LZISASH2, and LZISASH3 in E12 OT (data not shown) which may
hinder future analysis of this problem. Astrocytomas and glioblastomas develop in vivo
in transgenic mice expressing pp60"""• under control of the GF AP promoter
(Weissenberger eta!., 1997) and in the ex vivo system of Aguzzi eta!. (1991) mentioned
above. This is in contrast to the results of Trotter eta!. (1989) in which pp60v-src appears
to arrest murine glial differentiation in vitro.
Another way to deterniine how pp60"""• affects tecta! glial development is to infect
OT neuroepithelial stem cells in vivo and then make tissue chunks and dissociated cell
cultures from the infected embryonic OT. These cultures allow precocious development
ofGFAP-immunoreactive astrocytes and myelin associated glycoprotein-immunoreactive
oligodendrocytes (D. Galileo, in preparation). This would allow me to determine how
expression ofpp60"""0 influences development/differentiation of these lineages in
infected cells. This experiment, however, may not reflect the same effects as pp60""""
would have in vivo as illustrated by the contrasting results above.
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Phenocype of the Large. LacZ+ cells
The large, LacZ+ cells on the surface ofE6.5 LZIS tecta (Figure 8) and distributed
throughout the tecta ofE9 LZIS and E9 LZISASH3 (Figure lOB, D, F, and H) embryos
are a complicating factor in the analysis of these clonal phenotypes because clonal
boundaries were obscured by the presence of these cells. These cells are largely absent in
LZISASH2 tecta, allowing analysis ofboth E6 and E9 clones. While I have no definitive
evidence for the identity of these cells, I believe that these cells represent a cell type
which is present in both the tectum and the pia mater that is susceptible to pp60v-srcinduced transformation. I believe the identity of these cells stems from an endothelial
origin and that they are most likely hemangiosarcoma) cells.
Evidence'to support this hypothesis stems from previous studies and the work
presented in this study. Vascular development in the chicken OT begins on E4-E5 when
blood vessels in the leptomeninges above the or penetrate the surface of the or and end
blindly among cells of the ventricular zone (VZ). As development proceeds the radial
vessels divide in aT- and/or V-shaped pattern or swerve abruptly at right angles relative
to their upper segment, running parallel to the ventricular aspect of the OT. Eventually
there are blood vessels branching throughout the tectum with a continuous vascular
network just above the VZ (Roncali et al., 1985). This pattern of vascular development
in the OT and the appearance of many large, LacZ+ cells on the tecta) surface ofE6 LZIS
embryos correlates with the vascular development of the OT since endothelial cells or
their precursors would be penetrating the surface of the tectum around this stage to form
an early vascular network in the OT. As development proceeds and endothelial cells
have formed vessels throughout the tectum by E9, there is also appearance of the large
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LacZ+ cells throughout the tectum. This may indicate that LZIS infection of endothelial
precursors in the developing leptomeninges of the OT causes the cells to invade the optic
tectum as they normally should, but they do not form proper vascular structures leading
to the formation of hemangiosarcomas. A recombinant v-src oncogene was actually
shown to cause meningeal hemangiosarcomas when a retrovirus expressing this v-src
allele was injected intraperitoneally in mice (Hevezi and Goff, 1991 ).
Another piece of evidence supporting the hypothesis that these cells are endothetiallyderived comes from immunohistochemical studies of vascular tumors. Vimentin is
expressed in cells of mesenchymal origin, including hemangiosarcomas (Martin de las
Mulas, et at., 1995). Similarly, I found that the large, LacZ+ cells in question are also
very immunoreative with vimentin antibodies. Lack of immunostaining for von
Willebrand factor in the large LacZ+ cells does not exclude these cells as endothelially
derived. On the contrary, some investigators have found that von Willebrand factor does
not label cells consistently in mice (Booth and Sundberg, 1995) and it was expressed in
only two of 19 cutaneous angiosarcomas in one study (Orchard et at., 1996).
The final argument for an endothelially-derived phenotype of these cells is based upon
the similar morpholgy of the large, LacZ+ cells in E9 LZIS tecta and pia. Cells in both
locations are multinucleated and they both appear round and transformed. Electron
microscopy analysis demonstrates a Bluo-Gal+ cell that is surrounds a red blood cell in
the OT of an E9 LZIS embryo. This may indicate that this cell is trying to form vascular
structures during development.
Future investigations with more antibodies, and further electron microscopy should
identify this cell type.
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LZIS. LZISASH2. and LZISASH3 Embzyos Die at Different Times During Development
For at least 50 years, chicken embryos infected with RSV have been known to die of a
hemorrhagic disease (Duran-Reynals, 1940; Coates et al., 1968). This appears to be due
to disseminated endothelial neoplasia in the embryos and the subsequent development of
vascular tumors (hemangiomas/hemangiosarcomas) as described above and by others
(Stoker eta!., 1990). I was not surprised to see hemangiosarcomas develop in embryos
injected with the LZIS or LZISASH2 retroviruses since this phenomenon was previously
demonstrated by Stoker eta!. (1990) after injection of the developing chicken wing web
with a replication-deficient retrovirus containing v-src. I was, however, surprised to see
that the embryos that died the earliest (LZISASH3) did not develop hemangiosarcomas
over the injection site before death. It seems logical that visible hemorrhagic tumors
would lead to embryo death (perhaps through hemodynamic compromise) more quickly
than embryos lacking such tumors. One explanation is that pp60v-srcLISHJ may transform
endothelial cell precursors or other cell types more readily than wild-type pp60""'"
leading to earlier embryonic death. Deletion of the SH2 domain of pp60v-src appears to
ameliorate the wild- type pp60v-sn: phenotype delaying death in some embryos and
delaying development of hemangiosarcomas over the injection site. The reasons for
these diffc::rences in embryo survival are unknown. The differences observed, however,
should provide an interesting model for researchers interested in the development
vascular tumors.
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Summary
My goal with this work was to determine how the v-src oncogene affected
development of the brain. Given the many pleiotropic effects of v-src in other systems I
decided to focus on how this oncogenic tyrosine kinase affected clone size, neuroblast
migration, and cellular differentiation in the developing chicken QT. I wanted to
specifically detetermine if clone size is kept constant by the in vivo environment, or can
v-src expression increase cellular proliferation/survival? I also wanted to determine if the
migration of neuroblasts is restricted to the predominant radial migration stream, or can
more neuroblasts be induced to migrate tangentially? Finally, I wanted to determine if
expression of an exogenous gene (v-src) can limit or control cell lineage/differentiation
•..

from a neuroepithelial stem cell.

Table 10 illustrates the major findings in this work. In summary, wild-type v-src
(LZIS) clearly increases clone size early in development (E6--strongly supported by
quantitative cell counts), however, by E9 clones appear small,er than controls
(LZ14/LZIO) and appear to have impaired radial migration (qualitative data only).
Unlike wild-type v-src, clone size is the same as controls for LZISASH2 early in
development, but by E9 clones are about twice as large as controls-demonstrating a
later effect on cell proliferation/cell survival compared to wild-type v-src (strongly
supported by quantitative data). LZISASH3 clones, however have fewer cells/clone early
in development (E6--strongly supported by clone counts), and appear qualitatively much
smaller than controls and more difficult to find in E9 tecta.

Table 10. Summary
This table is a summary of major findings in this work. The average number of
cells/per clone using each virus is indicated for E6 clones. The average number of
tangential migrants in indicated for E6.5 clones. For LZ14 and LZISASH2 clones, the
number of cells in the ventricular zone (vz), intermediate zone (iz) and tecta! plate (tp)
are indicated, as well as the total per clone. The migratory potentiai of neuroblasts in
radial and tangential migration are indicated as increased or decreased based upon
quantitative as well as qualitative data. Cellular differentiation is indicated for each
virus, with differentiated radial glia being reduced in LZIS and LZISASID clones.
Hemangiosarcomas do not develop in LZ14/LZ10 or LZISASID embryos unlike LZIS
and LZISASH2 embryos.

Table 10. Summary
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Enhanced tangential migration/dispersion by v-src is strongly supported by
quantitative data. E 6.5 LZIS clones have more tangential migrants than controls. E6.5
LZIS.6.SH2 clones also have significantly more tangential migrants relative to controls,
and E6.5 LZIS.6.SH3 clones have the same number of tangential migrants relative to
control clones. E9 LZIS and LZIS.6.SH3 clones appear to have impaired radial migration
of neuroblasts, but this was not quantifiable secondary to the large, dispersed LacZ+ cells
obscuring clonal boundaries (see Figure 10). E9 LZIS.6.SH2 clones have impaired radial
migration of neuroblasts relative to controls considering the large size ofLZIS!1SH2
clones. Tangential migration/dispersion Of neuroblasts, however, is markedly enhanced
in the intermediate zone (iz) and stratum opticum (so) ofE9 LZIS!1SH2 clones relative to
controls. This finding is strongly supported by cell counts and measurements of
tangential neuroblast migration distance away from the radial array (see Tables 6-8).
Neurons develop using LZIS, LZIS!1SH2, or LZIS!1SH3 based upon NF-M
immunostaining and upon gross morphology (cell size and processes). Radial glia
develop by light microscopy criteria as outlined previously using all three vectors, but E9
LZIS and LZIS!1SH3 clones have fewer identifiable radial glia t~an LZ14/LZ10 or
LZIS!1SH2 clones. It is unknown whether astrocytes develop in LZIS clones because
these embryos died before astrocyte differentiation is normally evident (E12-E15) in the
developing OT. It is also unknown ifthe phenotypic identity and connectivity of neurons
in experimental clones is similar or different than controls.
Embryo survival was different between the 4 experimental groups: (1) LZ14/LZ10
embryos rarely die, (2) LZIS embryos all die by ElS, (3) LZIS!1SH2 embryos live to
ElS, but most die by E18, and (4) LZIS!1SH3 embryos die the earliest in development
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with most dying by E12. Interestingly, hemangiosarcomas develop the earliest in LZIS
embryos, later in LZISASH2 embryo development and do not form in LZ14/LZIO
controls or in LZISASH3 embryos. These observations are based on many, many
injection experiments and both qualitative and quantitative data.
Unresolved/future questions include: (I) Are the large LacZ+ cells in E9 LZIS and
LZISASH3 clones hemangiosarcoma cells? Transmission electron microscopy data,
temporal course of appearance, and immunostaining results support this finding,
however, these data are not definitive. (2) What is controlling the increased tangential
migration/dispersion ofneuroblasts? Is this related to changes in cell adhesion induced
by v-src? (3) When neuroblasts migrate to improper locations in improper numbers, what
happens to neuroblast survival, connectivity, and function?
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Significance of this Study
This work is significant for several reasons. Firstly, this study demonstrates how
pp60"'"" affects development of the vertebrate brain in vivo when expressed in genetically
marked neuroepithelial stem cells. Unlike previous studies, this approach allowed me to
determine how pp60"'"c and domain deletion mutants affect clone size, neuroblast
migration patterns, and neural differentiation in vivo. This experimental approach and
my results are important because they demonstrate how the above processes are affected
in both a qualitative and a quantitative fashion.
Secondly, my results demonstrate that unregulated tyrosine kinases (pp60"'"" and
pp60"'srcASH2 ) expressed in the vertebrate brain enhance tangential migration/dispersion of
neuroblasts. These findings are important because the factors influencing radial and
tangential migration of neuroblasts are largely unknown.

LZIS~SH2

clones will

stimulate further research into the mechanisms and substrates controlling cell
proliferation/cell death and provide a model to determine why many cells in these clones
prefer a tangential mode of migration vs. radial.
Thirdly, these results are the first to demonstrate how pp60"''"' expression affects
development of radial glia in any system. The apparent lack of radial glia in many E9
LZIS clones and the normal development of radial glia in E9 LZIS~SH2 clones indicates
that the SH2 domain ofpp60"'"" is necessary for the LZIS phenotype. These findings
will stimulate future research to determine how the SH2 domain of pp60"'"" influences
cell lineage/differentiation in the nervous system.
Fourthly, this study demonstrates how pp60"''"' SH2 and SH3 domain deletion mutants
affect brain development and survival of embryos in vivo. SH2 and SID deletion
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mutants ofpp60"""0 are less transforming compared to pp60"""0 in vitro, but my work
suggests that the SH3 domain deletion mutant is more lethal to embryos in vivo than
wild-type pp60"""0 • This finding is important because it illustrates that the degree of
cellular transformation by an oncogene in vitro may not always correlate with an
oncogene's lethality in vivo.
Finally, my research demonstrates very interesting findings for researchers interested
in vascular tumors. pp60""~c and pp6ov·src<ISHz induced development of grossly visible
hemangiosarcomas in chicken embryos while pp60v-src<ISHJ -expressing embryos die the
earliest in development without obvious hemangiosarcomas. Dissecting how the SH2
and SH3 domains of pp60"""0 affect the formation of vascular tumors may provide an
excellent model for further research.
Future directions of this work are to try and determine what causes the increased
tangential migration/dispersion ofLZIS- and LZISdSH2-infected neuroblasts by
determining the cell adhesion systems activated or inactivated in these cells. Future
experiments will also determine if the size ofE9 LZISdSH2 clones is increased due to
proliferation or due to decreased cell death. Also, further transmission electron
microscopy studies should help definitively determine the identity of the large LacZ+
cells in E9 LZIS tecta and on the surface ofE6.5 LZIS tecta.
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